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Last Stand West Kootenay sets up camp to protest Argenta-Johnsons Landing Face logging
and Johnsons Landing, there are
signs directing people to ‘A Peaceful
Protest’ up Salisbury Creek Road.
At the entrance to the camp, there
are more signs leaning up against
structures the protestors have made
out of rocks and branches. These
structures partially block the road,
leaving room for a large pickup
truck, but not for heavy equipment.
Inside the perimeter is an
ever-changing group of people
maintaining a sophisticated camp,
including a sacred fire, a kitchen,
sanitary facilities, and several canvas
structures, vehicles and tents. This is
a protest camp, and it also feels like
a community.
People wishing to join the
camp are presented with documents
which describe Last Stand’s intent.
“This is a respectful action,” the
documentation says. “We follow the
values of non-violence and will show
respect to others and this place. This
includes forestry workers and the
RCMP. We do this as a tactic to keep
peace, while recognizing the brutal
colonial legacy that is in effect today.
We take responsibility for our own
needs, physical, mental, emotional,
and spiritual health, with respect for
the collective.”
In keeping with the name of the
organizing group, this is indeed a
last stand for the AJL Face. Some
locals have been trying to have
the face included in the Purcell
Wilderness Conservancy (PWC)
for many years. A group called ‘Mt.
Willet Wilderness Forever’ has
been endlessly organizing, creating
publicity and holding letter-writing
campaigns. Surveys show the vast
majority of local residents want
the AJL face included in the PWC.
Nonetheless, time is rapidly running
out for this to happen, and the
logging trucks are finally about to
move in.
Last Stand West Kootenay is
reaching out to the Argenta-Johnsons
Landing community to offer support

to the local, ongoing struggle to save
the AJL face and add it to the Purcell
Wilderness Conservancy.
They also support the Sinixt
Land Declaration. “We are allies on
unceded land of the Autonomous
Sinixt. We are operating under the
law of their land declaration calling
for a FULL STOP to proposed
resource extraction until they have
time to review each proposal,” they
state.
They welcome everyone. “Come
to camp,” Condor said. “You don’t
need any prerequisites. Everyone’s
skill is useful. This peaceful protest is
an ongoing community and there are
always roles to fill.” Camp protocols
can be found on the Last Stand West
Kootenay Facebook page (or contact
the group via Facebook to request
a copy).
It is clear many local residents
are wary, and local groups who have
been fighting the fight for decades

are not in any way officially aligned
with the protest. Nonetheless, several
of the local principals in the struggle
have been in communication with the
protesters and have visited the site.
People from the camp have
also made efforts to connect with
community members. They were at
the Argenta Hall on Wednesday, April
27, mail day and community lunch
day, to introduce themselves, sing
songs, and talk to the community.
Representatives from Mt. Willet
were also at the hall, encouraging
people to write letters and continue
their support of the inclusion of the
AJL into the Conservancy.
On Friday, April 29, the protest
camp hosted a community potluck,
which was attended by several locals
from both Argenta and Johnsons
Landing. Marilyn James, matriarch
of the Autonomous Sinixt, attended
this event to offer a blessing, and
taught people there the proper

protocols to observe in holding space
with the Sinixt. She also explained
the Autonomous Sinixt perspective
on overlapping land claims, and why
other First Nations land claims are
not valid in Sinixt territory.
Saturday night (April 30), the
camp hosted a feast and dance party,
which was a small gathering once
more involving both established
camp members and locals. Energy
was high, and somehow essentially
joyous. As one of the locals attending
said, “Yeah, people are wary. But I
have hope. We’re building something
here.”
As one of the main movers with
Last Stand stated, “It’s not even
so much about the outcome here.
I would rather put my energy into
something like this and fail than not
do anything about it. We are holding
space, carrying on the legacy of
protecting the Argenta Face for as
long as possible.”
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by Moe Lyons
Last Stand West Kootenay set
up camp about two weeks ago to
protest the imminent logging of the
Argenta-Johnsons Landing Face by
Cooper Creek Cedar, the woodlands
department of Porcupine Wood
Products out of Salmo.
The RCMP were expected to
attend the camp early this week to
enforce a court injunction ordering
the protestors to clear the road.
Protestors report that two RCMP
officers arrived at the camp on
Sunday, May 1, and took photos
and video. The protestors say they
recognized the officers from the
Fairy Creek protest, and that they
were from the RCMP’s specialized
Community-Industry Response
Group. However, no one from the
RCMP or Cooper Creek Cedar had
returned to the camp by press time
on Monday.
Last Stand West Kootenay has
carried out protests against oldgrowth logging at Enterprise Creek
and other locations in the West
Kootenay. The group has its roots in
Fairy Creek.
One of the spokespeople at
the camp told the Valley Voice that
while Last Stand had heard of the
Argenta-Johnsons Landing logging
proposal a while back, they had
become more informed about it when
they encountered an information
table at the Kootenay Co-op set up
by Mt. Willet Wilderness Forever.
So when someone born and bred in
Argenta who had been at Fairy Creek
contacted them to tell them logging
was imminent, they were ready to
respond.
They came and set up an
impressively well organized camp.
“I don’t know that we’ve seen
this kind of sophistication in strategy
from a group of protestors before,”
one Argenta resident told the Valley
Voice. “No one has ever experienced
something like this here.”
On the road between Argenta

Protestors on the Salisbury Forest Service Road between Argenta and Johnsons Landing. Last Stand West Kootenay set up the
camp in an effort to block Cooper Creek Cedar from logging the Argenta-Johnsons Landing Face and to instead include the area in
the Purcell Wilderness Conservancy.
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Construction of Kaslo’s affordable housing project begins
by Kathy Hartman
The Province promised $7 billion
over ten years to build affordable
housing in BC, and it is becoming a
reality in Kaslo. A ground-breaking
ceremony was held on Friday,
April 29 to celebrate the start of
construction of Kaslo’s 10-unit
Pennylane Apartments project ,
located behind the Kemball building.

“This has been a long time
coming,” said Erika Bird, chair of
the Kaslo Housing Society. “This
housing society has been working
towards this day for 25 years.”
The society is building a threestorey, wood-frame building with
a mix of studio, one-, two- and
three-bedroom units, including two
accessible units for people living

with disabilities. It is anticipated the
building will be ready for residents
in June 2023.
A sizable enthusiastic crowd
came to cheer as representatives of all
levels of government and civil society
who contributed to the project were
asked to throw the first shovelful. The
ground-breaking team consisted of
six women: MLA Brittny Anderson,
Mayor Suzan Hewat, Area D Director
Aimee Watson, New Commons
Development Manager Aida Kudic,
Columbia Basin Trust Coordinator
Ulli Mueller, and Housing Society
Chair Erika Bird. It was quickly
discovered that shoveling river rock
in high heels takes true skill.
The crowd consisted of previous
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Adult female Western Toad carrying her eggs across Highway 31A at Fish Lake.
Females typically carry around 12,000 eggs that become toadlets.

Become a “Toad Ambassador” and help toads cross the road

• From early May-July, volunteer for a few nights to spend 2 hours just after dark
moving migrating adult toads to safety off Highway 31A at Fish and Bear lakes.
Help prevent hundreds of toads from being killed while crossing the highway to
breed at Fish Lake.

Basin Trust is providing a grant of
$228,000, along with an additional
$28,500 to support renewable solarenergy generation and fibre internet
connection.
Monthly rents at Pennylane
Apartments are expected to range
from approximately $375 to $1,600,
depending on unit size and resident
household income.
This project is one of two in the
area developed in partnership with
New Commons Development, a
non-profit real estate development
company that builds and preserves
affordable housing and community
real estate. The other project, in New
Denver, is expected to break ground
in June.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR TOAD
CONSERVATION STUDY AT FISH LAKE

and current members of the Kaslo
Housing Society, North Mountain
Construction reps from Nelson who
will oversee the building of the
project, members of the New Denver
and Area Housing Society, members
of the Slocan Valley Housing Society,
and many supportive and curious
Kaslo residents.
Monetary contributors to the
Pennylane Apartments project
were BC Housing, providing
approximately $1.05 million for
the construction and approximately
$93,376 in annual operating funding.
The Kaslo Housing Society is
committing $50,000, and provided
the land for the project after acquiring
it from the Village of Kaslo. Columbia

• In August, volunteer during the day at the Fish Lake rest stop to help monitor
toadlet migration.
Training and honorarium for travel will be provided.
Please contact: Amber Peters, amber@vws.org 250-358-2333 (leave a message)
Marcy Mahr, marcy@netidea.com 250-358-2660

SLOCAN VALLEY AREA “H” RURAL
BEARSMART PROGRAM

Contact Coordinator: Kim Frederiksen
		250-226-6908 kimbfrederiksen8@gmail.com
There are a limited number of $250 cost shares available for electric fencing
for bears in the Slocan Valley.
		
Gillian Sanders, Grizzly Bear Coexistence Solutions
		250-353-1137 grizzlyfencingproject@gmail.com

The last shovel load at the ground-breaking ceremony for Pennylane Apartments, the new permanently affordable 10-unit Kaslo Housing Society
project to be completed in spring 2023, was thrown by Brittny Anderson, MLA for Nelson-Creston. Left of Anderson is Ulli Mueller of Columbia
Basin Trust; Aimee Watson, RDCK Area D director; Mayor of Kaslo Suzan Hewat; Aida Kudic, Development Manager for New Commons
Development; and Erika Bird, chair of the Kaslo Housing Society.

Attempted break-in at KSCU in South Slocan
by Jan McMurray
The South Slocan branch of
Kootenay Savings Credit Union was

closed on Tuesday, April 19 due to
an attempted break-in in the early
morning.
The suspect(s) had already fled
the scene by the time emergency
responders arrived, but did not take
anything of value, reports Corporal
Derek Pitt of the Nelson RCMP
detachment.
“The individual, or individuals,
took their time in attempting to
protect their identities by tampering
with security cameras in the
business,” says Corporal Pitt. “Some
evidence was located at the scene and
is currently being examined by the
Forensic Identification Section in an
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attempt to identify the suspect(s).”
Pitt reports that the Crescent
Valley Fire Department arrived at
the credit union at about 5:13 am,
responding to a report of a smoke
alarm going off. Fire department
members quickly realized there
had been an attempted break-in and
called police.
“Based on what we’ve
encountered, these individual(s)
must have also spent some time in
the immediate area preparing to enter
the business, and we’re hoping that
someone driving by may have seen
something suspicious,” Corporal
Pitt added.
The Nelson RCMP is asking
anyone with information on this
investigation to contact them at (250)
352-2156 or call Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-8477.
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Deadly avian flu wipes out Burton poultry flock

Construction of
Duncan Dam fish weir
to begin spring 2023

submitted
BC Hydro has a detailed design of
a new fish weir for Duncan Dam, but
construction won’t begin until spring
2023.
“Due to record-high snowpack in the
Columbia this year, we are forecasting
a shorter than anticipated construction
window this summer. Since there is a risk
of insufficient time to complete the work,
the project team will defer construction
to spring 2023,” BC Hydro announced
on April 29.
The project team investigated ways
of extending the construction window,
such as using spillway operating gates,
but determined that this would not
provide enough additional time, BC
Hydro said.
The team will consider doing
some pre-construction work this year,
including surveying and rock scaling.
The replacement weir will improve
passage for smaller bull trout, and will
enhance recruitment and the health of
the population. It will also improve
operational flexibility at Duncan Dam
and improve worker safety.

the Valley Voice the day before she
received the news. “I’m hanging in
there, but the more I think of what is
going to happen – I’m sorry, when
the time comes, I cannot be the one
to put my babies down.”
Ife put her story on several
community Facebook pages, and
word spread to hundreds of backyard
poultry keepers in the Valley Voice
readership area to be on the lookout
for avian influenza.
Avian influenza or ‘bird flu,’ is a
contagious and lethal virus that can
make birds sick or die. There are two
strains of the disease, one mild and
one virulent. Ife’s flock caught the
latter, H5N1, thought to be coming
north with the spring migration of
wild birds.
Ife says she suspects that’s how
her birds caught it.
“My wild bird feeders were all
empty for a few weeks, so I decided

to be nice, and fill them to feed
the wild birds. And I have a lot of
feeders,” she says.
Agricultural officials are urging
owners of small or backyard flocks
to continue to be vigilant and have
appropriate preventative measures
in place.
“Measures include eliminating
or reducing opportunities for poultry
to encounter wild birds, reducing
human access to the flock, and
increased cleaning, disinfection, and
sanitization of all things (including
clothing and footwear) when entering
areas where flocks are housed,” the
CFIA recommends.
Ife’s flock is not the only case
of avian flu in BC. CFIA officials
announced a week earlier a confirmed
case in a backyard poultry flock in
Kelowna. A dead bald eagle was also
found in the Lower Mainland.
That’s where the biggest concern
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by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Peggy Ife knew something was
wrong the moment she walked into
the chicken run on her Burton area
farm on April 21.
“We saw a [dead] bird here and
a bird there, about five or six,” she
said. “We thought something had got
into the yard. And we found a hole in
the fence. So we thought that was it.
We cleaned up the birds and put the
others back in the coop.”
But the next day the birds were
still exhibiting stress signs – some
showed no interest in eating, or were
huddled in corners of the coop.
“I knew something was wrong,”
she says. “I call them ‘my girls’ – I
spend enough time with my kids.”
Then more started dying.
“Friday night I found a couple
on the floor that didn’t look right,
and I thought, OK, this seems to be
going past the ‘stress’ phase,” Ife
recalls. “Then they started dropping,
literally, dead.”
By the time the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA) inspectors
arrived the next Monday morning,
she had lost nearly 60 of her 70 birds.
It’s not been an easy time, and
having to cull her whole flock is
“devastating.”
“I’ve had birds since 2006. One
that just passed away was born here
in 2012. I have a goose that’s 14. My
kids usually die of old age,” she says.
The inspectors arrived (“Really
nice people, lots of information,” she
says) and sampled her birds. A few
days later, she received the news: her
birds had H5N1, the virulent strain
of avian flu.
Ife’s handful of remaining birds
had to be put down, as a measure to
stop the spread of the virus to more
areas.
“My husband keeps looking
at me, to see if I’m okay,” Ife told

lies – the lower Fraser Valley is home
to the province’s chicken industry.
The last time avian flu swept through
there, in 2004, 17 million birds had to
be culled to save the industry.
Avian influenza is rare in humans
and generally does not spread easily
between people.
“During an outbreak of avian
influenza in poultry, the risk to the
general public is very low,” says the
CFIA. “Most avian influenza viruses
cannot spread easily from birds to
people, or from person to person.
However, any new influenza virus
in the human population is a concern
because of its potential to change and
adapt for more easy transmission
between people.”
In the meantime, Ife is pleading
with her fellow poultry keepers in the
region to do the right thing: remove
sources of interaction between wild
and domestic birds, and report any
dead wild birds they may spot.
“If you have wild bird feeders,
take them down,” she says. “If you
want to free-range, there’s always the
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chance they will catch something.
But if you have a run, make sure
you have no bird feeders, and if you
feed yours outside, make sure they
clean it up before the wild birds
come in. Bring your birds’ water
source inside.”
While being ordered to cull her
birds is hard, Ife says she did the right
thing by reporting it.
“I understand why people
wouldn’t want to report, because
of that,” she says. “But if they don’t
know where it’s happening, they
can’t stop its spread.”

SHELLEY BORTNICK,
MSW, RSW
Individual, couple and
family therapist
30 years experience

Offers counselling services involving
mental health (depression, anxiety,
etc.), addictions, grief and loss,
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call

250-265-3397

Emily Margaret Rollins (nee Hurry)
October 8, 1936 - April 13, 2022

Emily Margaret Rollins, aged 85, of Nakusp, B.C., passed away on
Wednesday, April 13, 2022.
Emily was a wife, mother, grandma, great-grandma, aunt and friend.
She will be greatly missed by her husband, David, to which she was
married for 65 years. She will also be missed by her children, Susan
(John), Linda (Brad), and Ken. She had 6 grandchildren: Matthew, Jodi
(Dylan), Jennifer, Tambria (Greg), David and Savannah as well as two
great-grandchildren, Elayna and Avery.
There will be a Celebration of Life and a tea at a later date. In lieu
of flowers, please donate to the Canadian Cancer Society or Canadian
Lung Association.
The family would like to thank the nurses and staff at the Arrow
Lakes Hospital and the Pavilion in New Denver, B.C.

Peggy Ife poses with George, one of her prized birds, in happier times. George was one of
dozens of Ife’s birds that succumbed to avian flu in April.

Four Seasons
Greenhouse & Nursery
Open 9-5 daily
5531 Slocan River Road, Winlaw
250 226 7254

Bedding plants, vegetable & flowering
4” pot $3.59
3 1/2” single veg $2.19
4 pac flower & vegetable plants $2.99
606 pac $5.99
Assorted ceramic pots & bird baths. 3 piece set $72.99
Plastic pots with many shapes & sizes.
Trees, shrubs, roses, perennials
(over 300 varieties in stock)
Manures, soil, landscape fabric, fertilizers
We accept Visa, Mastercard, Debit
Fruit trees & small fruit,
strawberries, raspberries & more
Hanging baskets
& planters for
Mothers Day
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OPINION

The silver
lining

What isn’t being mentioned
in the media is that Omicron and
its variants aren’t life threatening,
nothing even close. The woman who
went to the Commodore with one
unmasked friend, who subsequently
got COVID, was pleased to escape
the scourge. Yet getting COVID
now might be the best thing. A mild
illness, not unlike the common cold,
and natural immunity from future
reinfection. What’s not to like?
Harvey Armstrong
Johnsons Landing

Noise pollution
from the Moyie

And so, a new couple who
retired to Kaslo three years ago
has decided that the whistle on the
Moyie “has had a negative impact
on the enjoyment of our property in
a tranquil lake setting.” Therefore,
they say it has to go. There is no
mention that it is only blown from
May to October and not on a regular
schedule. Tourists pay a small fee
to sound it, often parents and kids.
It helps raise funds to maintain the
Moyie, and is a great reminder to
us all of what we have – the last of
the sternwheelers. I and many of
my friends say keep blowing the
whistle, and that this request to end
it has no merit.
Therefore, Kaslo council, step
in and amend the bylaw to allow
the daily sounding, if you feel it is
necessary.
John Allen
Kaslo

Astonished by
New Denver
council

I watched the April 12 New
Denver council meeting with
some astonishment. Several dozen
respectful villagers asked that council

listen, slow down, and consider what
the people that use the south dike
have to say about council wanting
to turn it into an amusement park.
I was shocked by the rudeness,
the bullying, the sarcasm that
came from our council. Councillor
Gustafson belittled several of the
presenters – mostly notably Susie
Bolivar, an elderly resident who
was clearly uncomfortable speaking
up. Mayor Casley was very short
with several of the presenters, often
cutting them off mid-sentence when
their “three minutes” were up. The
mayor seemed to spend more time
looking at his iPad than listening to
the presenters (perhaps watching a
timer?).
But I was especially appalled
at council’s response to Vern
Gustafson’s attempt at an apology
for his outbursts at the end of the
meeting. The mayor’s reaction?
“That’s fine.” Councillor Moss’s
joking response? “What outburst?”
Pathetic. These are the men that
supposedly represent us? Such
disrespect for their constituents does
not bode well for democracy, either.
K.L. Kivi
New Denver

For whom the
whistle blows

An article in the paper recently
reported that some folks in Kaslo are
annoyed at the sound of the Moyie
whistle. When the whistle sounds,
it also rings the cash register in the
Visitor Centre and five more dollars
are used for operating expenses and
wages, dollars that keep the boat
viable as a tourist attraction, museum
and an icon for the village. The article
went on to say that over the years, it
(the whistle) has had a negative
impact on the enjoyment of their
property. This whistle has worked for
well over 100 years, and to silence
it now would be a travesty. This
complaint is so trivial, it is almost
beyond belief. There are many
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issues out there to get your knickers
in a knot about, and I am gratified to
see that the mayor and council have
voted to amend the bylaw to allow
a dispensation for our historical
treasure, the SS Moyie. Okay. In
the words of Aislin (cartoonist
Terry Mosher): “Everybody take a
valium.”
Jim Van Horn
Kaslo

Global vaccine
inequity

April 24-30 marks World
Immunization Week and it is past
time to end global vaccine inequity.
Nearly three billion people, largely in
low- and middle-income countries,
remain completely unvaccinated
against COVID-19.
While 80% of Canadians have
received two COVID-19 vaccine
doses, just 15% of people in the
Global South have received one
dose. Ending global vaccine inequity
must become a priority to put an end
to this pandemic.
Until the pandemic is controlled
everywhere, new variants will
continue to emerge, endangering us
all. A global effort now will help us
prepare for future pandemics.
Canada has not yet shown its
commitment to a COVID-free
world by joining the more than 100
governments at the World Trade
Organization that fully support the
proposed suspension of intellectual
property barriers that would allow
increased manufacturing in low- and
middle-income countries (the TRIPS
waiver).
I invite everyone to join us in
urging the Canadian government to
immediately fully support the TRIPS
waiver.
Sam Simpson
Winlaw

Slocan Lake is
for everyone

Congratulations to the Slocan
Lake Boating Association for once
again gaining access via the New
Denver marina.
Unfortunately, the hurdles you
had to overcome represent Valley
silliness at its finest, and Fisheries
and Oceans Canada also must
shoulder some of the blame.
What should have been a simple
dredging operation — backhoe,
bucket, and awaiting dump truck —
became an exercise in obstructionism
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and ridiculous bureaucracy.
Pre-digging conditions included
‘mussel salvage,’ ‘channel isolation,’
whatever that means, and ‘fish
salvage,’ which surely must refer to
pike minnows and discarded tuna
tins. As a professional fly-fishing
guide, I can assure you that no
self-respecting trout would venture
within 10 metres of the marina
entrance.
Let’s face it — much of this
silliness and needless spending
was driven by the Slocan Lake
Stewardship Society, which has
opposed the marina at every turn.
You see, the society has the notion
that the only watercraft that should
be allowed on the lake be nonmotorized — canoes, SUPs, and
such.
Baloney. The motorboats and
engine-assisted sailboats moored in
the marina have as much right to the
lake as the kayaks and canoes. Highminded naysayers need to heed their
place and stop pretending otherwise.
Next time, just dig the friggin’
hole.
Chris Dawson
Winlaw

SS Moyie
whistle
complaint to
council

The noise – or nostalgic whistle
from the Moyie – complaint is
more disturbing to me than the
sound of the whistle. Since the ship
was pulled on shore around 1958
and CPR generously adjusted the
whistle orifice to sound by using
compressed air instead of steam,
the whistle has sounded. The SS
Moyie is an icon of the Village and
attracts thousands of tourists a year
to our village.
When I moved to Kaslo some
12 years ago, while purchasing
vehicle insurance, the whistle blew
and the agent mentioned, “Another
$5 for the ship.” Rehabilitating
of the weather envelope from
undesirable water leaks into the
cabins is taking place this year
by re-canvassing the decking and
roofing. This funding to preserve
this historical sternwheeler is not
only from grants but also from
generous donations from locals and
tourists in the thousands of dollars.
Taking up residence beside
the ship where the local tradition
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occurs between 10 am and 5 pm
(well within the noise bylaw’s
allowable times) is the same as
taking up residence beside a road
where logging trucks pass early in
the morning and during the day.
Should then a complaint be made
to stop the logging trucks?
I lived once beside military
barracks where every day you
could hear the sound of a piper and/
or pipe band. Should you take up
residence in the area, do you have
the right to complain? Tradition
and customs are part of our lives.
Kit Ashenhurst
Kaslo

Village of New
Denver council

For a town council committed
to serving and strengthening
the community as a whole, the
dismissive, irritable and curt
behaviour I witnessed by Mayor
Casley and some members of the
council at the latest council meeting
of April 12 towards members of the
community, who were brave enough
to respectfully and politely speak
their concerns about the fate and
future of our popular off-leash dog
(park) south carpenter creek dike
greenspace area, was to say the very
least, disappointing.
I understand that taking on the
often hard political job of a municipal
representative is largely thankless,
and that you can’t please everybody
(just the majority!). I appreciate all
the good things that our New Denver
town council is trying to bring to
fruition for the benefit of one and
all, and perhaps, more importantly,
to attract and retain young families.
But there is a reason life in New
Denver is so naturally attractive. It
is the antithesis of overdevelopment.
It is those very natural, peaceful
qualities, including the south
carpenter creek dike park greenspace,
that enhances that quality of life that
is so appealing to long-time residents,
newcomers and visitors, young and
old alike. And it’s a tenuous balance
on a finite creek delta.
It’s time to take a breath.
With all the divisive violence
and strife and collective challenges
on earth today, surely it behooves
every one of us, and no less and
most certainly our elected municipal
representatives, to treat each other
as respectfully and considerately as
possible. We must raise each other
up, not the opposite!
If we can’t find a way to get
along better together in this earthly
paradise, what hope is there for the
rest of the world?
Thanks, Councillor Wagner, for
acknowledging the concerns of a
large group of your fellow citizens. A
big heartfelt shout-out to Councillor
Fyke for admonishing mayor and
council to, “Listen. Just listen.”
Lori Nicholson
New Denver
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Big Boat Blues
II

Last time I wrote here was the
beginning of the COVID 19 ‘big
waters churning!’ Can’t say that I,
myself, weathered this particular
storm very well, but here we all still
are. I used to teach college-level
new immigrants and once had 15
different nationalities in my classes.
One Vietnamese fellow had no front
teeth (they’d been punched out by
the pirates that ravaged their little
boat from Chinese seas and assaulted
his mother, also on board) and some
of the students would squabble in
deep, dark ways with some of their
classmates. Politics and cultural/
religious differences can run very
nasty, affecting... everything!
It’s true that so many of us bornhere Canadians who haven’t seen or
experienced firsthand just how it is
to live in dictatorships, other serious
pandemics or war, are pissed off with
the restrictions, with the seemingly
haphazard nature of the vaccinations,
etc. but it’s a learning curve we need
to stay afloat for. I don’t see that
there’s many other ‘boats’ out there
on our warming seas that I’d like to
crew for.
(Not that the squeaky wheel
doesn’t get the oil and if we don’t act
now our climate/crops/livelihoods/
flowers will surely suffer even more.)
It’s just that we need to talk/listen/
learn and act together in a timely
fashion. We need to focus – check out
2022’s Stolen Focus by Johann Hari.
But if this is to be a last generation,
well there are folks on board I for
one am really pleased to still hang
out with and work hard for. The
amazing Threads Guild fundraiser on
Sunday was a terrific expression and
success example for local survival
and individual integrity. Lots of room
on board for those fun events! And
if not to crow cuz things really are
so hard, then I’m still here to crew,
Daphne Fields
Slocan/Passmore

Open letter to
New Denver
mayor, council
and CAO

This shoot-from-the-hip style
of government in New Denver
needs to stop. The key foundational
principles of responsible conduct by
locally elected officials in BC are:
“integrity, accountability, respect,
and leadership & collaboration.” If
the mayor and council have opposing
views on how to resolve an issue with
villagers, responsible government
does NOT look like this:
-Refusing to meet with a variety
of concerned community groups in
any genuine fashion.
-Controlling question period
where councillors are forbidden
to speak or answer presenters’
questions.
-Ridiculing, shouting, being

sarcastic and dismissive, etc. to
presenters during question period.
-Supressing dozens of letters
sent to the Village asking to discuss
options.
-Ignoring data that suggested
early opposition to mayor and
councillors’ views.
-Posting an improper reinterpretation of a bylaw (big no-no
in municipal politics) to avoid having
to vote on a bylaw change in public.
-Inviting only community
members supporting the improper
re-interpretation of the bylaw to the
table for discussion.
-Refusing to answer questions
from the press, except under very
controlled and ever-changing
conditions, concerning any
opposition to mayor and councillors’
views.
-Publicly posting misleading
claims about villagers’ opinions
without ever talking with them.
-And lastly, councillors and
mayor must always be careful when
speaking to the public outside of
an open council meeting on issues
that concern the Village, because
anything they say can and will be
perceived as coming from their
position on council. It comes with
the job.
This Village needs a Code of
Conduct for its council members.
Many municipalities have one for
just these reasons. Barring catching
a councillor with their hand in the
cookie jar, generally, the blame for
all this bad behaviour falls on the
CAO (whose job includes keeping
council legal and civil). Our CAO is
a lovely hard-working woman who
has just recently been welcomed to
our community. Please write her,
Lisa Scott, at the Village office and
ask her to prioritize creating a proper
Code of Conduct. It outlines what
less-than-responsible conduct looks
like, the avenues of complaint, and
the consequences for the elected
official if the complaint is verified.
Otherwise, this complete lack of
respect for municipal policy and
seat-of-the-pants policy-making is
bound to continue. Council might
need to be reminded they represent
the villagers, not themselves.
Kathy Hartman, Heather
Fox, Danika Hammond
New Denver

Clearcutting
imminent in
Mt. Willet
caribou habitat

An update on BC’s caribou recovery
plan arrives in my inbox. Meanwhile,
locals are camped in the rain trying
to stop Cooper Creek Cedar from
clearcutting old-growth on the ArgentaJohnson’s Landing face of Mt. Willet.
The recovery plan report says 280
wolves were killed this year, and nine
cougars. “Removal” is still ongoing in
our area and others. What remains of our
temperate rainforest is quickly vanishing.

This is not how we create a livable future.
Unfortunately, our globally valuable
rainforest is in the hands of an industrydriven government that once agreed
to continue shipping rivers of oldgrowth overseas, regardless of what
changes might occur in BC. Now, amidst
an intensifying biodiversity collapse,
business as usual pushes on and scientists
plead for change.
Some of our local caribou use
that habitat on Mt. Willet. It is likely
a favoured refuge from extensive
motorized recreation and clearcutting.
They could be part of the Central Selkirk
herd that my colleagues at the Valhalla
Wilderness Society have studied for
over 40 years. The cows of that herd are
now in a pen. Apparently, the Province
plans to eventually release them to an
inhospitable landscape or keep them in
a taxpayer-funded zoo. Real old-growth
protection is the only sane option.
We have to stand up and demand

Dear Editor,

Amanda Konkin’s letter contesting
Covid precautions and the use of
vaccines has a pleasant, earnest
tone, but her pleasantness disguises
venomous and untrue assertions. She
accuses the doctors and nurses behind
the Kootenay Family Physicians’
letter of “not encouraging true health”
adding “you seem to be acting like
drug dealers.”
Konkin then displays a shocking
blindness or indifference to indisputable
facts. For instance, she says that the
vaccine doesn’t stop people from
getting the virus, and that the virus
“has a 99% survival rate”, to which she
appends: “100% for kids and yet you
want to inject them too.”
This apparently refers to the fact
that people who get Covid-19 in
Canada have a 1% death rate (deaths/
cases), according to the Health Canada
website. The death rate is a little higher
for the U.S. (1.2%), and more so
globally (1.22%).
But these statistics, seen alone,
can be dangerously misleading. As
of April 29, 2022 a 1% death rate
equated to 39,182 deaths in Canada.
The global death rate of 1.22% equated
to 6,257,942 deaths worldwide. The
death rate in BC is a little lower than
1%, and equates to 3,147 deaths as of
April 28, 2022.
The number of deaths is heavily
concentrated among people who are
older or have pre-existing conditions.
For instance, 92.8% of deaths from
Covid-19 in Canada are of people 60
years or older. The Health Canada
figures show that older Canadians
face a significantly higher death rate
than 1%.
But these figures, taken alone, omit
what many people who do survive
actually go through. As of April 29,
2022, a total of 152,985 Canadians
had been hospitalized with Covid-19,
and 25,745 people were admitted
to Intensive Care Units (ICUs).
These figures are also dramatically
concentrated in older age groups, but
it should be noted that 3,848 Canadian
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an end to this horrendous landscape
management failure. We can start by
immediately requesting a moratorium
on clearcutting of the Argenta-Johnson’s
Landing Face of Mt. Willet, and that its
6200 hectares be added to the Purcell
Wilderness Conservancy as it should
have been when the conservancy was
protected, but the entire Kootenay Lake
shoreline was excluded. Wild animals
need these resilient and productive
forests in their corridor to Kootenay
Lake.
When I decided to become a
biologist, I couldn’t have imagined
I’d be doing triage and begging others
to speak up as I document a mass
extinction. In three years of studying
our mountain caribou, I witnessed the
extirpation of three herds, and while
we all slowed down during COVID,
clearcutting appeared to have sped up.
The disappearing caribou are telling us
that our life-support system is failing
children age 0-11 were hospitalized
for Covid-19 as of April 29; 377 were
admitted to an Intensive Care Unit
(ICU), and 25 died. The 12-19 age
group had 1,939 hospitalizations.
Many of those who require an
ICU have to be rendered unconscious
and intubated. Nor is that the end of
the suffering of many Covid victims.
Recent research has found that an
estimated 30% of people infected with
Covid develop “long Covid”, with
one or more symptoms such as energy
loss, difficulty breathing, cognitive
problems, or muscle or joint pain. This
can occur in people who had only mild
infection, and it can occur in children.
According to Health Canada, from
March 14 to April 10 of this year,
unvaccinated Covid cases were three
times more likely to be hospitalized
and four times more likely to die than
vaccinated cases. Compared to those
who have had the booster, unvaccinated
cases were six times more likely to be
hospitalized and eight times more likely
to die as a result of Covid.
What must the doctors and nurses
who have seen the horrific deaths and
family mourning and despair, feel
about the Covid and vaccine deniers’
constant and self-serving remake of
the facts? For instance, in the same
edition, another letter (Al Muckle)
asserts vaccines are “toxic poisons”,
and “no vaccine has ever been properly
studied for safety”. The writer is
living in a world which for 60 years or
more has been made safe from: polio,
tetanus, measles, rabies, pneumococcal
disease, whooping cough, mumps,
chicken pox, diphtheria and others
thorough vaccines which, in their era,
and since, are successful in combatting
devastatingly contagious diseases
which were endangering and gravely
sickening many lives, especially those
of children.
About our health officers, he says,
“everything they say has been proven
false.” He tells us they have been
“twisting data, manipulating public
opinion, making billions of dollars,
paying media and politicians to do

around us.
Plantation forests will likely
continue to burn and our remaining oldgrowth may be our last real strongholds
of biodiversity. More of us need to speak
up immediately, for full ecosystem
protection where the option still remains.
Let’s not be complicit in these crimes
against humanity. Join me today in
requesting protection of the ArgentaJohnson’s Landing Face of Mt. Willet for
the caribou that use it as a refuge amidst
a sea of habitat destruction. Do it so you
can say that you at least did something,
and maybe even get to experience the
joy of saving this habitat for the wildlife
that live there, and for the future of all of
us who share this landscape with them.
Brittny.Anderson.MLA@leg.bc.ca |
250-354-5944 ||| Josie Osborne: LWRS.
Minister@gov.bc.ca OR Josie.osborne@
leg.bc.ca | 778.405.3094
Amber Peters
New Denver
what they’re told”. He doesn’t name
any of the health officers he defames
for good reason — there’s no evidence
to buttress his wild claims. The socalled online experts the deniers cite
have had their claimed credentials
repeatedly exposed as essentially false,
or unreliable, but no factual refutation
seems to cause the deniers to question
their position.
Meanwhile, the BCCDC reported
on April 28 that there are 570 people
in the hospital with Covid-19, 47 in
critical care and there were 42 deaths
during the week in BC. This represented
an increase in hospitalizations of 17%
over the previous week.
One thing is evident, the everevolving Covid virus, now emergent
as BA 2.12.1, which is an alteration of
Omicron, is even more transmittable.
Vaccines, so far can’t protect us from
these newly emergent viruses but
they can greatly reduce the threat of
serious illness. Each new variant,
from Alpha to Delta and onward
was more transmittable so there are
grounds for concern about upsurges.
The research field is trying to cope
with these changes, while infection
and hospitalization rates are continuing
to mount. New variants have now
emerged as BA4 and BA5 in Africa
as the virus continues its uncanny
capacity for mutation to evade vaccine
protection.
This leads me to ask the deniers
to please give us a break from their
incessant, baseless and endangering
misclaims. Believe me, if any of you
deniers become seriously ill, you will
rediscover your faith and reliance on
doctors, nurses, hospitals and protocols.
I trust you’ll have the basic character
to be both embarrassed and regretful.
This has happened to many deniers
who became believers in medicine,
science and health when they become
grievously ill. The still healthy avid
deniers seem not to have learned a thing
from those widely reported experiences
of others once they became hospitalized.
Richard Caniell
Silverton
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Another response to
Kootenay Boundary
Physicians and Nurse
Practitioners

Thank you, Amanda Konkin,
for your response. I also have a few
questions for the people who wrote this
letter (the list is available in the Nelson
Star, March 10).
It is difficult to trust someone’s
opinion when they – figuratively –
have a gun to their head coercing
them to say what they are saying. I
understand that the CPSBC (College of
Physicians and Surgeons of BC) wrote to
all its members threatening disciplinary
action should they say anything to their
patients that disagrees with public health
guidelines, including widespread use
of the experimental COVID injections.
There is evidence that they are not joking
about this. Under these circumstances,
it is difficult to take a doctor who says
“follow public health guidelines” at his or
her word. How do you propose resolving
this problem?
I have another question. Supposing
your patients are curious types who like
to think for themselves. Suppose, further,
that they put a lot of time and effort
into understanding what is going on,
including listening to a variety of expert
opinions and reading source material
such as studies in reputable medical
journals, and come to the conclusion that
public health guidelines are not based on
evidence. It would appear, then, that you
are telling your patients to put blind trust
ahead of science. Am I misunderstanding
something here?
This request for blind trust reminds
me of the passage in A Wrinkle in Time
where a gigantic disembodied brain is
attempting to erase a child’s capacity for
free will. To paraphrase, it says that if you
become one with ‘IT,’ IT will take away
all pain and worry. Is this what you are
asking us to do?
Finally, if you are serious about
rebuilding trust, it is going to take some
work. The people whose trust you
have lost are people who are capable
of critical thinking. Of comparing
arguments for their relative validity. Of
discerning intent, honesty, and character.
Of analyzing references. Of identifying
discrepancies and errors in logic. So to
regain the trust of those people, asking
for blind trust is not going to cut it. Nor is
a conversation in the short time allotted in
an appointment. Is there any one of you
who would agree to engage in a public
debate with a physician who disagrees
with the public health guidelines you
want us to trust, so people can decide
for themselves whose opinion has more
validity? I would be willing to put some
work into making that happen.
Lisa Ross
Kaslo

Has ‘science’ turned
into religious dogma?

Dogma is a set of beliefs, accepted
by a group without question. Dogma
does not imply that something is
bad, wrong or untrue. Religion is an

excellent example. It’s okay to believe
whatever you believe in, and one should
be free to do so.
Science, on the other hand, is all
about doubting, questioning, examining
and testing, but this suddenly changed
during the pandemic.
During COVID, doctors,
epidemiologists, professors and various
others in the field were reprimanded for
questioning COVID policies. Public
and political discourse normalized
stigma against these professionals,
as well as people who were vaccine
hesitant.
Meanwhile, science calling into
question the efficacy and safety of
COVID vaccines was buried. The
wealth of data showing that lockdowns
were, as Dr. Jay Bhattacharya from
the Stanford School of Medicine put
it, “the worst public health catastrophe
in human history,” was completely
ignored.
Science calling into question the
safety and effectiveness of masks
was also ignored, and those who have
suffered serious vaccine injury have not
been acknowledged.
All of this polarized society,
physically and psychologically, with
almost zero discussion. A proper
discourse was not had, only ridicule
and finger pointing.
We live in an era where a specific
view of science is like religious
authority; those who question it
are deemed dangerous heretics and
punished accordingly.
Even the British Medical Journal
was “fact checked” and censored
by Facebook. The BMJ obtained
dozens of internal company documents,
photos, audio recordings, and emails
detailing fraud that took place during
clinical trials for the Pfizer/BioNTech
COVID vaccines. The FDA has still not
investigated the case.
Facebook has removed at least
16 million pieces of content from its
platform, and YouTube has removed
nearly one million videos related
to, according to them, “dangerous
or misleading COVID-19 medical
information.”
This type of ‘muzzling’ is
unprecedented, and infringes upon our
right to share and view information.
I am reminded of a quote from Dr.
Julie Ponesse, a philosophy professor
from Ontario, who was let go due to her
refusal to get vaccinated.
“Don’t underestimate yourself as
a reliable source of information. Take
notice of the evidence around you.
Heed your instincts and experiences.
You don’t need to outsource all of
your thinking to the government, to
the media, to anyone who tells you to
do so.”
Scientific dogma is not a new
phenomenon. One example: a 2006
report by GlaxoSmithKline in the New
England Journal of Medicine concluded
that Avandia was a great drug for treating
diabetes. The trial used to approve the
drug was funded by GlaxoSmithKline,
and each of the eleven authors had
received money from the company.

Four were employees and held company
stock. The other seven were academics
who had received grants or consultant
fees from the firm. The drug caused
approximately 80,000 heart attacks and
deaths, a safety signal that at the time of
approval should have been quite clear.
There are countless examples of
this. This is why Pfizer, for example,
has been assessed billions in criminal
convictions, civil penalties and jury
awards.
The type of censorship seen during
COVID is a sign of tyranny. Tyrannical
dictatorships operate in a different form
today. Massive amounts of propaganda
are used to sway the perception of
the collective public mind, and any
other opinion or piece of evidence is
quickly done away with, usually using
censorship and ridicule.
What can we do about it?
The answer to that is quite simple.
Keep talking and continue to use
whatever means we have to share
information. The number of people who
became aware of the issues discussed
during COVID is quite large, and that’s
very encouraging.
It’s become quite clear that crisies
like COVID are used, and in some cases
created, by those who wish to profit off
of them politically and financially. The
world is being pushed in a direction of
compliance and self censorship.
Susan Yurychuk
Kaslo

Best to open the
discussion

Best to not engage in back-and-forth
narrow-mindedness. Is it not better to
be open to real potentials? To see truth
where it exists?
Best to avoid traps of black-andwhite ideation with dismissive attitudes
based on one-point discreditation.
This ideation instead promotes an
indoctrination machine that pushes
‘science’ that whittles all options to one.
Plainly there are ulterior motives and
investments with this narrative.
Repeatedly people take shelter in
this rather than look at the information –
they fail to address and respond to what
is being presented despite empirical
and experienced realities. Instead, they
dismiss based on some political pretense
or that those that are putting information
forward have been ostracized and cast
out. Pretty easy to simply point to ‘fact
checkers,’ provide debunking references,
and slap on the title of ‘spreading
misinformation.’ Does anyone believe
that ‘fact’ checkers are truly independent
and objective?
I once submitted information to
Wikipedia and found out how they
edit information; while there is factual
information, the articles are also
filtered severely and can become easily
biased. There are accounts of real
authors attempting to edit articles about
themselves and being denied.
Time to drop partisan leanings and
politics – we have NOT had any REAL
change from these sources. Clearly, open
discussion and dialogue are shut down.
The world is waking up to the reality
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that there are other treatments, that there
are true successes in other parts of the
world. Oh, don’t say it’s true. Could
it be? It’s a whole can of worms and
those who prefer the black-and-white
paradigm shudder to admit it. Look up
how well other areas of the world did
when taking ivermectin in even small
doses as an early treatment.
The information – real empirical
evidence – is available despite the
suppression machine that continues
to bury this deeper and deeper. And
ivermectin was only one of many
effective treatments. In fact, multitreatment modalities have been practiced
and are not whacked-out, far-fetched
Hail Mary’s. (Speaking of Hail Mary’s,
there are some that still hold to the belief
that you can inoculate an entire world
population with this experimental mRNA
treatment which is not like previous
vaccines with respect to immunity – and
all at once, we’ll see an end to variants.)
Best to employ critical thinking
to what is possible. Best to open the
discussion. Isn’t it truth – the worst
moments of human history were marked
by suppression of ideas, thoughts, and
speech and this path forged the way to
outright oppression?
It’s time to act in ways not contrived
by corporative greed and narrow-sighted
politics. Time to behave in ways that are
decent and reflect integrity, honour, and
openness.
Again I extend appreciation to
those at the Valley Voice who have
stood in a place of integrity and have
provided a venue for free dialogue
and discussion. Hopefully each of us
can promote this and strive to express
ourselves while maintaining respect
for one another. We’ve experienced too
much divisiveness as a result of binary
thinking and action.
T. Orlando
Winlaw

Bamboozled
again

One of the saddest lessons
of history is this: If we’ve been
bamboozled long enough, we tend to
reject any evidence of the bamboozle.
We’re no longer interested in finding
out the truth. The bamboozle has
captured us. It’s simply too painful
to acknowledge, even to ourselves,
that we’ve been taken. “Once you
give a charlatan power over you,
you almost never get it back.” (Carl
Sagan)
Abraham Lincoln stated
a democracy is supposed to be
a government of the people. A
democracy is supposed to be a
government by the people. A
democracy is supposed to be a
government for the people. Very
plainly, a democracy can only
recognize the rights and worth of
the people. A democracy cannot
denote, demoralize and suppress the
people. Therefore, in a democracy,
those elected are public servants.
They have not been endowed with
the right and power to steal or give

drug companies the right to steal
our right of determination. In other
words, they haven’t the right to
stand between our right to sue a drug
company for the wrongs committed
by them. Any government ‘officials’
overstepping that boundary should
have to take on personally the
responsibility of liability. We the
people have not and will not extend
the right to public servants to steal
from the people to cover liabilities
that they as individuals choose to
take on. Anyone with self respect
respects the rights of others. The
Canadian Bill of Rights, the Charter,
the Constitution, is not a gift to us
from the government. People fought
for those rights. The Constitution
exists as the supreme law of the
land. It is supposed to direct and
control the government. When the
government infringes on our rights,
as they have done, and ignores the
people, as they have done, people
having to take to their trucks and go
to the government would be treated
with due respect in a democracy.
The public servants would humbly
welcome their presence and associate
with them. Instead the truckers and
others were treated with disdain.
The government had them driven
away by a body of force in a military
fashion. The government further
interfered with their lives and their
bank accounts.
The actions of the government
throughout this whole so-called
COVID affair have been fascist,
not democratic. Trudeau and all his
cronies showed not to be our public
servants, working for or with us,
but white supremacists who have
not only stripped you and me of our
constitutional rights but have taken
over Canada. Not one political party
came forward to show themselves to
be one of us, we the people, part of
a democracy.
I would like to thank Lisa Ross
and all of you who have tried to
educate the people about what has
been happening around us. On your
behalf and all of those who see what
you and I see, I herein quote George
Orwell in 1984: “It was possible, no
doubt, to imagine a society in which
wealth, in the sense of personal
possessions and luxuries, should
be evenly distributed, while power
remained in the hands of a small,
privileged caste. But in practice
such a society could not long remain
stable. For if leisure and security
were once enjoyed by all alike, the
great mass of human beings who
are normally stupefied by poverty
would become literate and would
learn to think for themselves; and
when once they had done this, they
would sooner or later realize that the
privileged minority had no function,
and they would sweep it away. In the
long run, a hierarchical society was
only possible on a basis of poverty
and ignorance.”
Blaine Bennett
Creston
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Campbell Field study recommends outdoor-focused centre for Playmor Junction
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A proposed new sports and
recreation facility at Playmor
Junction should be more geared
to outdoor than indoor activities, a
report from regional government
staff on the project recommends.
“While there is some concern
about the costs associated with
building and maintaining any
development at the Campbell Field
site (and impacts on taxes), there is
a great degree of enthusiasm about
some recreation development there,”
says a report released late last month.
The new report summarizes
findings from a series of public
consultations, held last fall. Then,

the public was presented with
two visions for the 8.5-acre site,
which was donated to the regional
government from the South Slocan
Sports Association.
While both plans had many
common elements, one had more
space for indoor activities and
events. The second option created
more outdoor activity opportunities.
A majority – about 57% – of
respondents supported that option.
“The multi-activity nature of
the development is welcome as a
means to provide as many different
activities for a diversity of user ages
and interests,” the report says of
the public input. “Considering the
outdoor amenities, it was felt that

they ‘fit’ better in that location than
indoor amenities.”
The option that will now go
forward will see the space have a
full-size soccer field, a 400-metre
running track, basketball and tennis
courts, a splash pad, a skatepark, a
field house for change rooms and
a building with an activity space
about the size of a high school gym.
There’s also a roof-covered outdoor
space for sports and performance
events.
“I’d like to thank and
acknowledge the community for
participating in this process and
providing insight into their vision
for Campbell Field,” said Walter
Popoff, Director of RDCK Electoral

by Jan McMurray
School District 8 Kootenay Lake
is looking at a shortfall of almost $1.5
million in its draft 2022-23 budget.
“We’re working on addressing
the budget shortfall by looking
at every budget item outside the
classroom,” said Secretary-Treasurer
Johan Glaudemans at a public budget
meeting on April 27.
The budget must be balanced by
the time it is due in to the Ministry of
Education on June 30, Glaudemans
said, and SD 8’s goal is to have the
budget passed at the May 24 board
meeting.
Results of the budget survey
were presented at the public meeting.
The district received 75 responses,
and a key message was support for
more education assistants and staff at
schools, and less staff at the district
office.
Although the amount budgeted
for EAs next year is less than this
year, Glaudemans said this was
because an arbitration settlement
was paid out this year. “The only
adjustments [to staffing at schools]
are related to enrollment, not to
reducing services to students, so
we are definitely holding the line
on staffing at schools,” he said. He
added that several students with
special needs are graduating this year
“and our adjustments are directly
related to that.”
“We agree that EAs and teachers
are vital,” he said. “We’re looking
outside the classroom for savings,

but we can’t increase the number
of EAs, due to budget constraints.”
In response to questions about
the 60+ management positions at
the district, and if the district is “top
heavy” compared to other districts,
Jeannette Hanlon, interim secretarytreasurer, said SD 8 did an analysis
last October and the district came in
below the average provincially.
“We’re staffing our schools
based on the needs of our students
and that’s been our priority. We’re
looking at cost savings outside the
classroom,” Hanlon reiterated.
Enrollment in 2022-23 is
projected at 4,670 students, down
from 4,713 this year – resulting
in about $880,000 less than this
year in operating funding from the
Ministry of Education. Tuition from
international students is expected to
increase by about $110,000 next year
over this year, but all other sources of
revenue for SD 8 remain the same as
this year or see a decrease.
Total operating income in 202223 is projected at $59,011,657, down
almost $810,000 from this year’s
$59,821,184.
Total expenses are estimated at
$60,431,946, up $704,262 from this
year. The higher expenses are mostly
accounted for in salaries and benefits

($587,107). Salaries for teachers,
support staff and substitutes are up;
and salaries for principals and viceprincipals, education assistants and
other professionals are down.
Enrollment decline is expected
to continue, with smaller numbers of
students in the lower grades than the
higher grades throughout the district.

SD 8 Kootenay Lake faces $1.5 million budget shortfall
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Area H. “This is still early days of
the project, and there will be more
conversations to come – especially
with the students and staff at Mount
Sentinel School. But I believe that
what is presented in this concept
will support the recreation goals
of the community, for now and for
generations to come.”
Planning to continue
With a path forward chosen,
RDCK staff say work will continue
in developing the content and
drawing up details.
“At this stage, the project moves
from the strategic planning phase
of the process into the tactical
planning phase,” an RDCK release
noted. “Tactical planning includes
exploring the impacts and options
of the development, the capital and
operating financial implications, the
development of an operational plan,
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and the recommended course of
action to develop the project.”
Cost estimates will be developed
to accompany the concept. These
include capital costs (the cost to
build the facility) and operating
costs (how much it will cost to run
the facility). An entire site plan
will be developed showing outdoor
amenities and where the recreation
facility will be situated.
The public is invited to review
the updated concept and and give
feedback. The report is available on
the RDCK website at www.rdck.ca/
CampbellField.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

Boil Water Notice LIFTED

Please be advised that the Precautionary Boil Water Notice
issued for the Village of New Denver on April 4, 2022 is now
officially LIFTED.
There is no longer any need for water system users to boil water
prior to consumption or use.
Thank you for your patience as we worked through this.
The Village is pleased to announce that former Denver Siding
Water System users are now receiving Village of New Denver
water.

Seasonal/Summer Employment
Opportunities

The Village of New Denver is now accepting applications for
the following:
•
NIMC - Museum Attendants (Non-student): Part time
seasonal hours available from May to September 30. Wage
$17.48/hour
NIMC - Museum Assistants (Student): Open to individ•
uals between 15-30 years of age. Hours: 9:30-5:30 – 30-35/
hrs per week for up to 16 weeks. Positions MAY start as early
as May. Wage $15.20/hour.
Summer Groundskeeper (Student) – two positions
•
available: Open to individuals between 15-30 years of age. 35
hours per week for up to 16 weeks. Wage $15.20/hour
*Summer student positions will be dependant on grant funding*
Applications including cover letter and resume, including references, can be sent to:
Village of New Denver, Attention: Lisa Scott, CAO
P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
Email: office@newdenver.ca
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca
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RDCK board, April 21: Gas tax funds projects in region
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
It was a very abstract
administrative meeting in April
for Regional District of Central
Kootenay directors, dealing
with climate change policy
initiatives, insurance contracts,
changes to fees and procedures,
planning policies, and hiring
contractors to fix the roof of the

RD’s headquarters.
Parental leave and daycare
support
One administrative decision
of interest was to provide $80/
month to support directors
needing childcare during boardrelated meetings.
The Regional District will
also become one of the few in
the province to provide paternity

It pays to advertise in the Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free 1-833-501-1700 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

PNW seeds!!!
Dahlia, Gladiolus
bulbs, Begonia
Slogger garden boots,
tubers & more
ankle boots & shoes. Great
colours to choose from.
for beautiful
Seed potatoes & onion sets summer gardens
Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Straw Bales
$13.00

Spring is here –
wheelbarrows, lawn rakes,
shovels, garden wagons

Seedling starter trays,
domes, manures,
inserts, soils, seeds

Drywall in
stock

Electrical Supplies!!!

Kootenays’ largest selection of fencing, posts,
gates, corral panels. Bundle pricing on posts
available. New shipments arriving weekly
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday

leave for elected officials. The
RDCK’s board voted to allow a
director to take up to six months’
leave at full pay while caring for
children.
The directors say these
measures will help encourage
others – especially younger
people and women – to consider
engaging in public service.
But it’s also going to create
some interesting issues in the
future. Right now, directors
hand-pick their alternates –
persons to represent them if
they are absent from a meeting.
However, those alternates
aren’t elected by the public,
meaning that taxpayers could
be represented by someone they
didn’t elect, for up to half a year.
In a report on the issue
submitted in February, the
committee said they didn’t
think that was a problem, as
the alternate “would have time
to research the matters of the
Board and be prepared.” (An
alternate who needs parental
leave, however, will not be
eligible for the support stipend).
The Regional District will
also write to the provincial
minister responsible for
municipal government, asking
that the Local Government Act
be amended to allow directors
to take paternity leave without
being disqualified from their
positions.

Slocan fire halls get
fixed

The regional government
is going to spend $195,096 to
upgrade infrastructure for fire
halls in the Slocan Valley. The
money will come from the
Community Works Fund, which
gets its money from the federal
gas tax.
The RD says the upgrade
project will improve energy
efficiency in four heavily
utilized fire halls, and will
see the replacement of major
building components that are at
end-of-life.
The four valley fire halls are
getting old – Crescent Valley,
Passmore and Winlaw fire halls
were constructed in 1986, with
the Slocan fire hall in 2004.
“All four halls are home to
several building components
that are at end of life and require
replacement,” said a report to
directors.
The fire hall buildings
improvement project will
include larger infrastructure
upgrades. Crescent Valley
will get a new vehicle exhaust
system and replacement of
overhead and person doors,
insulation, and improved
fencing for $60,000. Passmore
will also get a new vehicle
exhaust system, new doors
and windows, insulation, and
standby system for $54,200. The
Winlaw station will also get the
exhaust extraction system, doors,
attic insulation, and upgrades

to the building envelope for
$43,600. The Slocan fire hall,
along with the exhaust system,
will get lighting upgrades,
water system improvements,
window upgrades and floor
improvements for $38,100.
“Collectively, these halls
also face energy efficiency
challenges; an energy audit
completed on the Slocan hall
determined that with lighting
upgrades and the addition
of heating and ventilation
controls, energy usage and
associated operating costs could
be significantly reduced,” the
report explains. “In addition,
adding ceiling insulation and
replacement of overhead and
person doors could also aid in
reducing energy consumption.”
Work is expected to take
about two years to complete,
though that may change “given
the current volatile nature within
the construction industry and
supply chain challenges,” the
report says.
Nakusp marina repairs
Work will continue this
summer on repairing the Village
of Nakusp’s marina, thanks in
part to the Community Works
Fund. The regional government
will give $15,000 in gas tax
funds for the Village’s Marina
Breakwater Replacement
Project.
“This disaster mitigation
and tourism infrastructure
project will result in economic,
recreational and social benefits
to the community, and will
enable safer and improved
recreational access to the Arrow
Lakes Reservoir by the general
public,” said a report to the
RDCK board of directors.
Nearing the end of its
functional life, the community’s
former 600-foot cement
breakwater started breaking
up in 2019. While a 300-foot
floating wave-reducing boom
was installed in 2020 to mitigate
the impacts, the marina has lost
capacity in the meantime. Boats
can no longer be housed on the
west side of the breakwater
given there is no protection
provided.
T h i s y e a r ’s p r o j e c t
includes the construction and
installation of a 300-foot log
boom breakwater which will
protect the Nakusp Marina
foreshore area. Six bundles of
logs with mooring chains will
form the log booms. Graham
Marine Construction will be
responsible for all aspects of
the project, including the supply
and installation of the log boom.
Total costs of the project
are estimated at $102,904,
and the director’s report notes
the balance of project funding
is in place and the log boom
breakwater is anticipated to be
installed in May.
Money for Doukhobour
archives
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One Community Works
Fund project prompted some
debate, as the board of directors
voted to approve funding a
project that might cost future
gas tax projects hundreds of
thousands of dollars in support.
The Kootenay Doukhobour
Historical Society is planning
a $1.173 million project to
“provide an open and public
archive that the general public
and students can come to in order
to learn about the experiences
of the Doukhobor immigrant,
ethnic and religious minority
group.” Included in the project is
space for visitors where they can
review and study the archival
material. The archive will also
create a museum-grade storage
space for the volumes of historic
material the KDHS receives.
The directors agreed
to let Areas I and J put up
$200,000 in Community
Works Fund to support the
establishment of a Doukhobour
Archive and Research Centre
at the Doukhobour Centre in
Castlegar. Directors made the
decision, even though they’ve
been told for the last year that
the project doesn’t meet the Gas
Tax program criteria for support.
“We received written
information from the Union of
BC Municipalities (UBCM),
that because this project is
focused solely on one group’s
history, that it might not be
eligible for Community Works
funding,” said the RDCK’s
Chief Administrative Officer
Stuart Horn. He added that
previous audits by the funding
agency have found some other
RDCK projects shouldn’t have

been funded with the gas tax,
but they were not asked to
return the funds. “I don’t think
this has anything with it being
a religious group,” added Horn.
“It is the scope of it the UBCM
felt was not broad enough in
terms of what the UBCM was
showcasing.”
Staff warned approving the
project could have consequences
down the road. While the RDCK
wouldn’t have to pay the money
back, future funds up to that
amount might be withheld.
“If this project is audited
by UBCM in the future and
ruled again as ineligible, the
risk is that the funds awarded
to the project may then be
withheld from the total amount
of Community Works Funds
received by the RDCK in a
subsequent installment,” staff
warned. “The amount withheld
will apply to the total amount
of funds disbursed to the
RDCK and all electoral areas
will be affected, not just the
contributing electoral areas of
I and J.”
Despite the warnings, the
project has broad endorsement
of directors, and they voted
unanimously to provide the
funding.
However, the KDHS won’t
get the money without having
to do some more leg work.
They have to secure the rest of
the funding for Phase 1 of their
project – close to $700,000 –
before the RD will release its
promised funds.
If they manage to do that,
work is expected to begin in
the fall and be completed in the
summer of 2023.

by Jan McMurray
Before heading out to the
bus stop, check the website. West
Kootenay transit buses continue
to be cancelled regularly due to
a labour shortage.
“BC Transit is actively
recruiting and working hard
to hire more drivers,” a BC
Transit spokesperson told the
Valley Voice.
To address the problem in
the short term, service hours are
being shifted from Kaslo to cover
in Nakusp, the spokesperson
said, and operators from the
East Kootenay are being asked
to help out.
When trip cancellations are
necessary, alerts are posted at
bc.transit.com/west-kootenay/
schedules-and-maps/alerts.
BC Transit encourages
customers to check for
alerts regularly, and to sign
up for route-specific email

notifications. Customers can
also speak to a customer service
representative by calling 1-855933-3100.

The two courses
being offered at the Hills
Community/Fire Hall are for
local volunteer firefighters,

those seeking work as BC
wildfire fighters, residents
of Hills and surrounding
communities. See ad, page 3.

Regular bus cancellations at
West Kootenay Transit

Lucerne School
closed for one day

by Jan McMurray
Lucerne School in New
Denver was closed April 27 due
to not enough staff on site.
“I cannot comment on
specific health issues of staff,
but we have been notified that
there are increased cases of
COVID in the community,”
reported Superintendent Peter
Dubinsky.
Dubinsky said they monitor
and report staff and student
attendance to the Ministry of
Education and Interior Health
on a daily basis.
The school was closed for
just the one day.

CLARIFICATION
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Peach Door Counselling opens in Nakusp

Field surveys of 144 ha in the BBC between
Summit and Slocan Lakes estimate a
population of 35-45 beavers. 10 lodges (7
active) and 67 dams were mapped. Scent
mounds, dug channels, larders and cut shrubs
and trees were common throughout. Beavers
build dams to create deep water that helps
them escape predators and allows them to
access underwater winter food caches.

Beth Hartman
Feb 28, 1931 to
April 21, 2022

Beth Hartman was born February
28, 1931 in Ruthilda, Sask, to Earl
and Ada McFadyen. Beth attended
Elementary School locally, then
stayed with relatives in Saskatoon
for High School, then Business
College. She worked in Saskatoon
for an number of years then moved
to Edmonton for higher wages where
she met Olie Bishop (Bayford) and
became life-long friends. Beth and
Olie were members of a singles
club for dancing where they met
Jim & Vern. Beth and Vern dated
for about a year and were married
Friday March 13, 1970. Vern had
three children, which Beth adopted.
Vern’s employer moved him to McBride, BC about 1972, where Beth
worked for BC Highways until she retired in 1989. Beth had a craft shop
with her friend Olie and Beth was making crafts, for Hospital Auxiliary,
working July 1st Pancake breakfasts. Beth and Vern retired to Silverton
BC about 1992 and in 2020 moved to Alberta to be close to family. Beth’s
health deteriorated and she went into a nursing home, January 2021. She
was liked by everyone, but her body gave out April 21, 2022. Beth is
survived by her husband Vern, children Janet (Chris Keith) Tremorin,
Shelley (Kevin Stone), David Hartman, grandchildren David Tremorin,
Marcel Tremorin, Danielle Harris, Ceceille Pinette, Beth Hoffman, Ryan
Hartman. Great grand- children, Vaughan & Avery Harris, Jordan Pinette
and Katrina Hoffman.
She will be sadly missed by those who knew her.

Counselling in future, to provide
more accessibility to counselling, a
wider range of expertise, and provide
career opportunities for more mental
health professionals in Nakusp.
“Getting counselling – or asking
for help in general – is really hard for
us, especially as adults,” Richelle
says. “I want people to know that
it’s okay to ask for help. I believe we
can heal – mind, heart, body – from
traumatic and adverse experiences,
and I believe each and every one of
us holds the key within to a fulfilling
and balanced live. We are the experts
in our own lives, and I’m here to help
tease that expert out and guide them
through difficult and rocky terrain.”
Richelle is a registered clinical
counsellor with the BC Association
of Clinical Counsellors. “While I
tend to work from an eclectic and
integrative approach in helping
clients in a way that best suits
their needs, I am trained in more
specific therapies such as Cognitive
Behavourial Therapy, Accceptance
and Commitment Therapy, Narrative
Therapy and Solution-Based Brief
Therapy,” she says.

Richelle is accepting new clients
and is offering a free 20-minute

submitted
A film that documents three
decades of Indigenous struggle by
the Sinixt people is showing locally
May 12 at 7:30 pm at Arrow Lake
Theatre in Nakusp, May 13 at 7 pm at
the Royal in Trail, May 14 at 4 pm at
the Civic Theatre in Nelson, May 14
at 7:30 pm at the Vallican Whole, and
May 15 at 7 pm at the Old Theatre
in Castlegar.
Beyond Extinction: Sinixt
R e s u rg e n c e t r a c e s , t h r o u g h
generations, how the Indian Act,
colonialism, residential schools
and borders led to the Canadian
government declaring the Sinixt
people to be ‘extinct.’
Filmmaker Ali Kazimi was
granted intimate access to the
community building work of the
autonomous Sinixt people in 1995.

In the film, he follows matriarchs
Marilyn James, Eva Orr and Alvina
Lum as they repatriate the remains
of ancestors, fight against logging
in their traditional territories, revive
ceremonies, convey oral histories
and fight against erasure by the
Canadian state.
The documentary begins with
the story of a Sinixt man who faces
deportation from Canada because he
was born on Sinixt land on the USA
side of the international border. It
ends with a ruling by the Supreme
Court of Canada. But the fight
against ‘extinction’ continues.
Ali Kazimi was born and raised
in India, and came to Canada to study
film production at York University
in 1983. Two decades later, after
establishing himself as an awardwinning independent filmmaker, he

consultation. See the advertisement
on this page for more information.

Richelle Johnston is offering counselling services out of her office in Nakusp.

Documentary on the autonomous Sinixt screens locally
returned to York University, where he
is a full professor in the Department
of Cinema and Media Arts.
Kazimi’s films have received over
two dozen national and international
honours and awards, been screened
in prestigious festivals and broadcast
nationally and internationally. In
2019, he was honoured with the
Governor General’s Award for
Lifetime Achievement in visual and
Media Arts. He was also given an
honourary degree, Doctor of Letters,
from the University of BC.
Kazimi’s work deals with race,
social justice, migration, history
and memory. His film, Continuous
Journey (2004), alongside his book,
Undesirables: White Canada and
the Komagata Maru (2011), have
played a key role in shedding light
on the forgotten histories of early
South Asian immigration to Canada.

PHOTO CREDIT: LOUIS BOCKNER

BONANZA BIODIVERSITY
CORRIDOR (BBC)

Richelle came to Nakusp in
2013 for a teaching job with School
District 10 Arrow Lakes. She taught
for a number of years and then was
asked by the superintendent if she’d
like to get her Masters degree in
counselling and take on the school
counselling role.
“It was easy to say yes,” she
says. “I’ve always been drawn
to counselling and even in my
first years of teaching, I noticed
how much counselling we do as
teachers!”
Richelle has a Bachelor of
Arts in English and Geography, a
Bachelor of Education in secondary
humanities, and a Master of Arts in
Counselling Psychology. She has
four years of counselling experience
in the school setting. “Now, I’m
excited to take that experience
and my education and broaden my
demographic,” she says.
Richelle says she sees gaps in
access to mental health support in
the region, and hopes to be able to
fill some of those gaps with Peach
Door Counselling. “When I was
seeking counselling for myself, I had
to look outside of the Kootenays and
was limited to online counselling,”
she says.
She hopes to bring other
counsellors to Peach Door

Sinixt matriarch Marilyn James

Richelle Johnston, RCC

It’s okay to not be okay.
Now accepting new clients - book a FREE
20 minute consultation.
Let’s chat:
Phone - 343-338-4626
Email - peachdoorcounselling@gmail.com
Website - www.peachdoorcounselling.com

PHOTO CREDIT: MICHAEL BARKER

by Jan McMurray
Richelle Johnston has opened
Peach Door Counselling in Nakusp,
offering both in-person and telehealth
sessions.
“I offer individual therapy for
adults, counselling for youth 1018, and coaching for those clients
who’d rather not dig deep into the
past but would rather look at forward
momentum as a way of growth,”
she said. “I can also do group or
family counselling, and plan to offer
community mental health workshops
and retreats in the near future.”
Richelle says she also has a goal
to become trained and certified in
perinatal mental health, supporting
women before, during and after
pregnancy, including perinatal grief
counselling.

Filmmaker Ali Kazimi
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Burton embarks on food security project
by Jan McMurray
The Arrow Lakes community of
Burton had a taste of food insecurity
during the pandemic, and decided to
do something about it.
They’ve received funding to
create a community garden and
to make improvements at the
community kitchen at Burton Hall.
“Burton doesn’t have a store,
and there were times over the last
two years that there was not much
food on the shelves in the stores in
the area,” says Margaret Driscoll of
Arrow & Slocan Lakes Community
Services (ASLCS). “At our initial
community meeting in Burton, the
idea of food security came through
as something the community wanted
to work on.”

ASLCS successfully applied for
grants from Columbia Basin Trust,
the RDCK and Canada Summer
Jobs for the project, and work on the
community garden is well underway.
Kitchen improvements are expected
to start up later this year.
“Equitable access to good,
healthy, affordable and nutritious
food is what’s behind it,” Driscoll
said. “We want to make sure there
is a consistent food supply available
for everyone.”
There are also educational and
social components to the project.
“We want to hold workshops for
everyone, from kids to adults,
on gardening, preserving and
processing. So we’re hoping to see
seniors and young people sharing in

food and education at the garden and
in the community kitchen.”
The community garden is sited
on land owned by the community,
near the campground. “They’ve
harrowed a good portion and will
be tilling this week, and will start
with numerous rows of potatoes,”
Driscoll reports.
Accessibility is also a big part
of the project. One raised bed, built
at the ASLCS carpentry shop in
Nakusp, was delivered to the garden
last week. “People in wheelchairs
or people who have to stand to
garden will need raised beds,” she
said. “What’s really cool is that
we hire people with disabilities
at our carpentry shop to refinish
furniture. So people with disabilities

Lindsay Percy (Burton Food Security Project Coordinator), Leah Biln (CBT) and Margaret Driscoll (ASLCS) at the community garden in Burton.

are building raised beds for people
with disabilities!”
Lindsay Percy, who grew up
in Burton and returned to raise
her family there, has been hired as
project manager. A youth position
will also be available for 16 weeks
this season.
“Lindsay has a gardening
committee and meets with them
regularly to design the project,”
Driscoll said. “It’s a community led

11
project, so when our involvement is
over, the community will be able to
continue.”
The kitchen project will add
an accessible cooktop, sink and
countertop to accommodate people
with disabilities at the Burton Hall
community kitchen.
The Columbia Basin Trust
provided $140,000, the RDCK
$5,000 and Canada Summer Jobs
$10,000.
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Getting things done at Argenta Hall
by Jan McMurray
The Argenta Community
Association is on a roll.
“We’re getting a lot done
at the hall that has been needed
for a long time,” said Chelsey
Jones, board member of the
association. “We have some
new energy on the board, and
lots of community members
are involved, as well.”
The hall is getting new

siding, a Food Safe kitchen,
improved accessibility,
improved ventilation, a
new playground, and a new
outdoor pavilion and outdoor
kitchen.
Jones is leading the
Food Safe Kitchen project.
She says the new plumbing,
stove and hood vent, UV
filter for the water, extra sink
and new fridge will be much

appreciated by people who
rent out the hall for community
events such as weddings and
the fall fair.
Also, the new kitchen will
make small food production
possible. “I’m super excited to
support community members
in that way,” she says. “People
who want to make jams, fruit
leathers, granola and other
food to sell at the markets will

be able to use the kitchen.”
The new playground is
“mind-blowing,” Jones says.
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It features a sculpture made
by local artists that kids can
play on, and a geodesic dome.

Funding for these projects
comes from the Columbia
Basin Trust and the RDCK.

Sarah
Rilkoff
Real Estate
250-509-0006

The new pavilion at the Argenta Hall.

New Denver Home with
Waterfront Access

A rare opportunity to own a
2-bedroom, 2-bathroom home
in the Orchard steps to the beach. Just cross the road and you
are at the beach! This home includes a bonus detached studio
with power off of the detached single car garage. The main level
is warm and inviting with vaulted ceilings in the entryway with
an open floorplan to the living and dining room. There is quality
woodwork and exposed beams in the ceiling with a lot of character
and parquet wood floors. $535,000

JVH foods students preparing a school lunch.

Community collaboration increases youth supports in Kaslo

submitted
The pantry at JV
Humphries school in Kaslo
will be full for a good two
years thanks to a successful
grant proposal by the Kaslo
Food Hub.
In January, the Food Hub
approached the school about
a grant opportunity through
Community Food Centres
Canada.

North Kootenay Lake
Community Services
Society’s Food Cupboard
Coordinator Erin Carr
wrote the application and
landed a grant for $4,000
worth of dry goods for the
school kitchen – good for two
years, say staff.
“We are so grateful for
the thought, effort, and hard
work the staff at the Food

Hub have made to support
the students at JVH,” says a
news release.
The school and Food Hub
have worked together closely
for several years on a variety
of projects.
S t u d e nt s h e l p w i t h
picking fruit that goes to
the Food Hub and baking
for the Christmas hampers.
They volunteer at the food
bank and the Food Hub has
contributed many donations
of food back to the school,
which has been very helpful
in providing the thousands
of meals and snacks for JVH
students each year.
“Our staff and students
are dedicated to various food
programs, specifically the
foods class who make hot
lunches for the students,
the lunch bag program, and
the Student Parliament run
Breakfast Club,” notes the
release.
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Community comes together for Earth Day cleanup in Slocan Valley
by Jan McMurray
Slocan resident Corinne Funk
came across a pile of burnt garbage
along Lemon Creek one day last
year, and decided then and there to

organize an Earth Day cleanup. Her
co-worker at Slocan Village Market,
Kaylee Grieg, jumped on board to
help out.
This year, the two women

continued the tradition, and 83
adults and kids came out on April
22 to clean up Slocan, Winlaw and
five dumping sites on crown land in
the valley.

“Getting the kids out really
helps,” said Funk. “They learn about
the problem at a young age and
hopefully they talk to their parents
about it.”
The WE Graham grades 7-8
class cleaned up Slocan village, and
the Whole School students cleaned
up in Winlaw. Adults with trucks
volunteered to clean up the dumping
sites on crown land.
“We got a few bags of garbage
from Slocan and Winlaw, and two
large flatbed trailers and three pickup
trucks loaded down with stuff – lots
of metal and 22 tires – from the
dumping sites,” Funk reported.
The garbage was hauled to the
Slocan transfer station, with tipping
fees covered by the Village of Slocan
and the RDCK.
“We had some great sponsors
– the Village and the RDCK, of

course – and a lunch for volunteers
afterwards.”
Slocan Village Market donated
the food, Mountain Valley Station
provided drinks, and the Grizz food
truck took care of the cooking. “It was
a big community effort!” she said.
Funk says there is still a vehicle
and a dilapidated camper on crown
land, and she is working with the
MLA’s office to get those removed.
“Dumping is an ongoing problem,
but I believe there are options. People
can help one another out. The fees are
reasonable at the transfer station,”
she says.
Another suggestion she has is to
bring a small bag with you when out
hiking over the summer. “If you see
something that doesn’t belong there,
pick it up and bring it out with you.
It’s small efforts by many people that
will add up.”

The Whole School students cleaned up Winlaw on Earth Day, while the WE Graham grades 7-8 class cleaned up Slocan and a group of adults
cleaned up some dumping sites on crown land.

Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

About 25 people turned out for a support rally for the all-wheels park in New Denver on April 19. The community members of all ages biked or walked
from the school to the Village office, where they cheered Village staff to thank them for their work on this project. Organized by Tiffany Laybourne and
Claire Peyton, the rally was held to show that there are many people who are in support of the all-wheels park moving forward as planned.

Information kiosks and signs are going up on the Rosebery-Summit Lake rail trail, officially
established as a non-motorized trail by the Province this winter. A new alternate route for
motorized trail users enables connections from Nakusp to Rosebery and access to the Summit,
Shannon, Wragge, and Wilson Forest Service Road networks.
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A MESSAGE TO THE COMMUNITY REGARDING PLANNING FOR
THE AREA SOUTH OF CARPENTER CREEK INCLUDING LOCATING
AN ALL-WHEELS SKILLS PARK AND OFF-LEASH DOG AREA

Village of New Denver
staff and Council have
recently received a variety
of correspondence and
presentations from area residents
about planning for the area south
of Carpenter Creek, a dog park or
off-leash dog walking area, and
an all-wheels skills park. We do
not have contact information for
everyone who presented, so we
would like to share this message
publicly. We have also heard
from a number of community
members concerned that the
development of an all-wheels
park is being questioned; this
update is intended to inform
them as well.
Once you have reviewed the
following, if you have questions
or comments, please direct your
inquiries to Village staff by
emailing office@newdenver.ca
or calling the Village office at
250-358-2316.

Planning for the Area
Between Kildare &
Josephine Streets

All-Wheels Park: A new allwheels park (sometimes referred
to as a skills park or pump track)
is planned for construction in the
area south of Carpenter Creek,
between Kildare Street and
Josephine Street. Funding has
been received to proceed with
this project, in this location, and
design is underway. This location
was included in the Centennial
Park Plan and received public
support through that planning
process.
The Mountain Bike
Committee of the North Slocan
Trails Society (NSTS) is
coordinating this project and the
Village continues to support and
work with this Committee.
This location has been
chosen for a number of reasons,
including that it is open space
the Village has access to and is
able to give permission to the
NSTS for this use, and that it is
an area well suited to park use
being that it is near Centennial
Park and all its amenities, it is
within easy biking distance to
most New Denver amenities and
residences, it is large enough to
accommodate the desired skill
building course, there is room
in the vicinity for expansion, and
there is an existing vegetation
buffer between the venue and
residences. Please see below for
information about consideration
of alternative locations.
Importantly, as mentioned
above, the community expressed
significant support for this
location through the Centennial
Park Master Plan public input
process.
Off-Leash Dog Walking: The
area south of Carpenter Creek and
west of Highway 6 has, in recent

years, been available for offleash dog walking. While some
area residents have submitted
that they would like to see this
space remain available for offleash dog walking, it has been
identified through recent review
and planning that this is not good
land use. This lot is, however,
large enough that it can more than
adequately accommodate the allwheels park and retain a sizeable
off-leash dog walking area.
Many people have been
incorrectly referring to the area as
a dog park. The main difference
between a dog park and an offleash area is fencing. A dog park
is an area fully enclosed or fenced
and dedicated to dog owners for
exercising and allowing dogs to
play. Allowing dogs to be leashfree in a mixed use and active
transportation corridor is not
practical, safe, or responsible.
Having the leash-free area west of
Josephine Street reduces the need
for fencing, allowing it to still be
an open area while separating
the leash-free area from other
uses with natural boundaries and
some fencing. If an area south
of Carpenter Creek and east of
Josephine Street were to remain
available for off-leash use, it
would need to be fully fenced.
Rather than create a fenced
dog park in the area south of
Carpenter Creek and east of
Josephine Street, the Centennial
Park Master Plan identifies an
off-leash area west of Josephine
Street (please refer to p.34 of the
Centennial Park Master Plan,
available on the Village’s website
under Reports and Studies, or via
THIS LINK). The Centennial
Park Master Plan also includes
in its list of Guiding Principles:
“provide an off-leash location
for dog owners within or outside
of the park.”
Some have pointed out that
the area west of Josephine Street
is not big enough, open enough,
or accessible enough. That is
because this area is not currently
developed for this use. There are
no off-leash area details provided
in the Centennial Park Master
Plan because detailed planning
has not yet occurred. Here are
some potential improvements
that would make this area suitable
for off-leash dog walking – note
that all improvements would
occur above the highwater marks
of Slocan Lake and Carpenter
Creek:
• Development of parking
along the marina access road –
gravel surface.
• Installation of a gate at the
entrance of the service road that
leads beyond the marina entrance
to the cell phone tower and TV
and radio satellites. This will
allow the service road to become
a trail, used only occasionally by

service vehicles only.
• Discussions with the Slocan
Lake Boating Association have
begun, and will continue, to
review a specific boundary
around the northwestern end
of the marina. Fencing can be
installed to separate marina
parking from the off-leash dog
area. The off-leash dog area
would be contained to the west
by the natural boundary of
Slocan Lake and to the north by
Carpenter Creek. The off-leash
dog area would be entirely above
the highwater marks of both of
these waterbodies. This doesn’t
limit the use of the flood plain
as additional off-leash area, as
is currently used, it just isn’t
formally recognized. Walking a
dog off-leash anywhere requires
a responsible dog owner attentive
to their surroundings and
everyone’s needs.
• Soil can be brought in to
level ground where it is currently
rocky and uneven. See the image
below, taken in the area proposed
for off-leash dog walking, for an
example of ground that can be
levelled with the addition of fill,
made suitable for accessible trails
and dog play.
• Amenities such as benches,
garbage cans, and signage can be
installed.
• A cleared area for playing
fetch can be created.
• If there is an interest
on the part of users to install
amenities such as agility training
features, shade features, or other
improvements, these could be
pursued.
Permission to Use the Land:
The lease the Village has with the
Province for Lot 1 of District Lots
432 and 549, Plan 8877, which is
the land on the south side of the
creek between Highway 6 and
Slocan Lake, is for the whole lot,
less the license of occupation for
the CBC tower and restrictions
imposed by a BC Hydro Right of
Way. A portion of the lot, known
as the marina, is sublet to the
Slocan Lake Boating Association
and there are areas dedicated
to cell phone and TV Society
infrastructure. The use of this
lot as described in the lease is
for recreation. It is not identified
as environmental reserve.
Provincial Authorities (both
Dike Inspector under the Dike
Maintenance Act and Crown
Land Authorizations) do not have
any concerns with the Village’s
intentions to collaborate with the
North Slocan Trails Society to
proceed with development of an
all-wheels park in the intended
location.
Planning for Leash-Free Use:
Four former Councillors wrote to
clarify that it was their intention,
in 2006, for a leash-free area to
span from Highway 6 to Slocan

Lake, south of Carpenter Creek.
In this letter, they pointed out
that the move was made based
on a Councillor’s suggestion
and Council conversation after
they received one letter from
one community member asking
for the leash law to be enforced.
This Council, supported by
staff and consultants, is making
a plan for the area that considers
not only the Centennial Park
Plan and Active Transportation
Plan but also years of input
including, for example, that
youth want more to do in town,
that they want skate parks and
skills parks and recreational
opportunities and places to hang
out, that attracting and retaining
families is important, and yes,
even that some people are scared
to walk in a public corridor where
dogs are allowed off-leash, as is
currently the case. Note that in
2005 a Petition in Support of
a Free Community Skatepark
was submitted to the Village,
along with a proposal including
design recommendations, prices,
and suggested locations, but
nothing materialized. Proceeding
with development of an allwheels park at this time is the
culmination of years of requests
and consideration.
The Village is moving
forward with a plan for this area
that is progressive and inclusive.
We intend to maintain an area
where people can still walk their
dogs off-leash. We do not intend
to create a fenced-in dog park
in the location assigned to the
all-wheels park to accommodate
this. As submitted by many
residents, we live in an area
where there are a large number
of places to walk a dog but
little well-developed, accessible
recreational infrastructure.

Consideration of
Alternative Locations
for an All-Wheels Park

Carpenter Creek between
Highway 6 and Kildare Street:
The majority of this space is not
within the Crown lease, and it
contains a Village of New Denver
watermain. The remainder would
not allow for sufficient space for
development of an all-wheels
park.
Block 50, at the Eastern
End of Slocan Avenue by the
Vault Toilet: This location is
not a viable option. The Village
does not hold a lease for this
property, and specifically, not
a recreation use lease. Beyond
that, it is not large enough for the
type of all-wheels park proposed
and there would be no room
for expansion, seating, shelter,
adjacent playgrounds or other
activities.
Lucerne Elementary
Secondary School: Lucerne

School’s lower field contains a
septic field and their upper field
is used for gym activities like
soccer, baseball, running, etc.
Further, the Village does not
own this property. Grant funding
sponsors would not be in favour
of building this infrastructure
on a property that is owned
by the School District, which
would then essentially own and
control the infrastructure and
access to it. Limiting public
access to an all-wheels park to
after school hours would not
be practical and a venue for the
community, including youth,
should be a place everyone can
feel a sense of ownership and
pride over, not a shared school
use with accompanying school
restrictions.
Within Centennial Park:
During the Centennial Park
Master Plan planning process and
public consultations, we heard
from the community that they
were in favour of minimizing
development in Centennial
Park, maintaining flexible open
greenspace, moving the southern
campsites north, and constructing
a stage adjacent to the lake.
(Note that the Village has since
received Columbia Basin Trust
funding allowing the design
and construction of this stage to
take place). Incorporating these
requests and components into
Centennial Park does not allow
room for development of an allwheels park within Centennial
Park.
South of Carpenter Creek
and West of Josephine Street:
Although members of North
Slocan Trails Society had
been interested in this area for
development of an all-wheels
park, there are several limiting
factors here. A BC Hydro Right
of Way running west from
Josephine Street to the CBC
Licence of Occupation restricts
development in this location.
In order to accommodate an
all-wheels park, the service
road in the area would need
to be moved, which would
likely result in the elimination
of approximately 10 campsites
in Centennial Campground. It

would also negate the potential
for a pet-friendly beach north of
the marina and require removal
of a significant number of mature
trees. There would be minimal, if
any, room for future expansion in
this location.
Denver Siding: A municipal
boundary extension was
completed in July 2021 resulting
in Denver Siding properties being
included in the Village of New
Denver’s boundaries. Two of the
properties in Denver Siding, north
and east of the YRB highways
maintenance yard, are Village
owned; one of the properties
contains a former landfill site.
The Village is currently exploring
the potential for development
on the property that previously
contained a landfill but it will be
some time and expense before it
is possible to proceed. Further,
the Village has not yet revised
its OCP and Zoning Bylaw to
apply to this area, so planning for
development here is premature.
Access to these Village
owned properties in Denver
Siding is limiting. The elevation
makes them significantly more
challenging to ride your bike to,
which limits inclusive access,
and they are away from the
community’s core, reducing
visibility and increasing the
chances of vandalism or
misuse, and reducing potential
for economic spinoff for local
business.

In Conclusion

Please be careful about
where you are getting your
information. Letters to the editor
and door to door petitioners
may not have accurate facts.
Village staff are always willing
to answer your questions and
certainly have the community’s
best interests in mind, as does
Council. As the mayor stated
previously, we cannot make
every community member happy
about every decision made, but
we can do our best to create
community spaces that benefit
everyone. If you have questions
about the information provided
above, please inquire with staff
by email at office@newdenver.
ca or by phone at 250-358-2316.

This area, proposed for off-leash dog walking, is an example of ground that can be
levelled with the addition of fill, made suitable for accessible trails and dog play.
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Lorna Guild to show at Studio Connexion May 13-28
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submitted
The 14th season at Studio
Connexion Art Gallery in Nakusp
is getting underway, starting with
local artist Lorna Guild.
Her new exhibition, ‘Moments
in my Time,’ is comprised mainly of
landscapes in pastel. The paintings
are of beautiful British Columbia

scenery and show her deep love and
appreciation of the natural world.
When Lorna lived in Vernon,
she trained with Miss Topham
Brown, for whom the first art
gallery in Vernon was named. She
has also completed courses at UBC
Okanagan and has taken many
workshops in a number of mediums

over the years. She favours working
in pastel and watercolour and doing
fine pencil drawings. She is an
active member of the Federation of
Canadian Artists.
Her show runs from May 13
through May 28. The opening
reception with the artist in
attendance is Friday, May 13 from

5 to 7 pm.
Other artists from across Canada
are also represented at the gallery:
Brigitte Desbois, Grace Croughan,
Tatjana Mirkov-Popovicki, Allan
Dunfield, Marc Grandbois, Sharon
Bamber, Richard Brodeur.
Studio Connexion Art Gallery
is located in the heart of Nakusp at

203 Fifth Avenue NW. The gallery
hours are 11 am to 4 pm, Tuesday
to Saturday. Other times can be
arranged by contacting the gallerist
at 250-265-8888.
C h e c k t h e g a l l e r y ’s
newly updated website: www.
studioconnexiongallery.com and
daily posts on Facebook.

submitted
Celebrating 120 years this year,
the Victorian Hospital of Kaslo
Auxiliary Society is the oldest

auxiliary in BC, and was awarded
a certificate of congratulations
at the recent conference of the
BC Association of Health Care

Auxiliaries, held in Kamloops.
“It was an honour to receive it
in front of delegates from 85 other
auxiliaries,” said president Dianna

Parker. “We love our community and
are proud to give back.”
There are numerous ways
VHKAS gives back. The hospital
and the long-term care residents are
the major beneficiaries, but VHKAS
also gives to the school breakfast
program, the gardens at the hospital,
the community garden, individual
applicants and provides an annual
student bursary.
VHKAS volunteers raise money
through a variety of programs. The
major fundraiser is the Thrift Store,
open four days a week. Other events
such as teas, sales and generous
donations from community members
fill the coffers.
If you feel drawn to find out
more, the auxiliary invites you to
its 120th annual general meeting,

to be held May 9 at the Vimy Park
picnic shelter. Come at noon for
the regular business meeting or 1
pm for the AGM. You can support
VHKAS with a $10 membership
or by volunteering for an activity,
and enjoy refreshments and the
camaraderie of other auxiliary
members.
VHKAS is comprised of your
friends and neighbours, giving
their time and talents to achieve the
mandate of serving the lifelong health
and well-being of the community.

Kaslo’s hospital auxiliary celebrates 120 years

Even small ads get
noticed in the
Valley Voice.

Proud to bring you the 14th season!

Kate O’Keefe (vice-president) and Dianna Parker (president) with the certificate they recently received to recognize the Victorian Hospital of
Kaslo Auxiliary Society’s 120 years of service.

Lardeau Valley Lake Ranch property to be enhanced
submitted
The Columbia Basin Trust
has announced $1.8 million for
six projects as part of the Trust’s
commitment to ecosystem
enhancement.
One of the projects is to enhance
the Lake Ranch (Von Unruh)
Conservation Property in the Lardeau
Valley, owned by The Nature Trust
of BC. The BC Conservation
Foundation will receive the funding
to plant trees, shrubs and flower
meadows, and add wood structures
for small animals and insects, over
the next five years.
“The condition of the property
will be more structurally and
biologically diverse than at present,
contributing more to the surrounding
landscape, in terms of habitat health
and function, from its pivotal valleybottom position,” said Ashley
Ekelund, Regional Coordinator,

BCCF. “It will be on its way to
supporting significant patches of
deciduous and coniferous forest,
which will add tremendously to
the property’s ability to support
amphibians, songbirds, small
mammals, insects and larger
mammals.”
Other projects include the
restoration of 517 hectares of

habitat along the Kootenay and
Goat Rivers by the Yaqan Nukiy; the
improvement of cottonwood forest
along the Elk River; the enhancement
of habitat at the Elizabeth Lake bird
and wildlife sanctuary in Cranbrook;
the restoration and creation of
wetlands in the Canoe Valley near
Valemount; and the installation of bat
homes throughout the Basin.

MAY 13 - MAY 28:
MAY 31 - JUNE 18:
JUNE 21 - JULY 9:
JULY 12 - JULY 30:
AUGUST 3 - 20:
AUG. 24 - SEPT. 10:
SEPT. 13 - OCT. 1:

Lorna GUILD
Louise DUCHARME
Brian BUCKRELL
Lori KORKOLA
Delreé DUMONT
Ann EYNON
Chantal JULIEN

Gallery Hours: Tues. - Sat. 11 am to 4 pm • More Info: 250.265.8888
203 Fifth Avenue NW Nakusp

Re-opening MAY 3RD in our NEW LOCATION!

PRIMA MATERIA
GALLERY

206 BROADWAY ST. NAKUSP
“We are excited to present a fresh new shopping
experience with a beachy, boho vibe!
Many special gifts for a SPECIAL MOM!”
Much love, Debra and Rod
Johnson’s Landing Retreat Centre changes hands

The Lake Ranch property in the Lardeau Valley will benefit from CBT funding for a project
managed by the BC Conservation Foundation.

Ladies Auxiliary Royal Canadian Legion Branch 74 Kaslo held a perogy-making fundraiser for the people of Ukraine, and raised $2,810, to be matched
by the Government of Canada. The auxiliary thanks all supporters, and extend a special thanks to Marsha Gillies for her inspiration and effort.

In the photo on the left is Richard and Angele Ortega handing the Johnson’s Landing Retreat
Center key to Denys and Monika Lawrence, the new owners from Vernon, along with their
partners Robert and Maureen Irwin, also from Vernon. The 22-year legacy of a spiritually-minded,
vegetarian center will continue into the future thanks to these dedicated new owners. Please
check out the new website for this season’s programs. www.JohnsonsLandingRetreat.bc.ca
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Kaslo Community Forest: 2021 was a good year

by Jan McMurray
The Kaslo and District
Community Forest Society held its
AGM on April 13 at the Langham.
“The biggest thing that
happened this year was that Sabrina
Mutterer, one of our managers for
many years, chose to go on to other
things,” president Steve Anderson
said in his report. “That was a loss
for us.”
Jeff Reyden, co-manager,
recommended hiring his colleague
Tyler Hodgkinson from Castlegar
to do the silviculture work. The
board agreed. Reyden continues
to do the forest development part
of the job.
“2021 was a smooth year,”
Anderson reported. “Log prices
were up, so we were able to make
some money.”
Income in 2021 was $3.2
million and expenses were $2.7
million, leaving a surplus of
$562,460.
However, the organization is
not in a position to re-start its
program of supporting community
initiatives. No disbursements
have been made for community
projects for five years. Anderson
explained that the board is building
up an operating reserve fund of
$1 million, and is about $300,000
short. “Once we have $1 million
in the bank, we can start talking
about supporting initiatives in the
community,” he said. “We’re very
close. This organization today is on
very solid financial footing.”
There is also a silviculture
reserve, funded by $8 per cubic
metre harvested; a contingency fund
of $100,000 in case of an emergency

i.e. a water line is damaged during
harvesting operations; and a Legacy
Fund, a chunk of money that is
invested and sits at about $90,000.
Anderson acknowledged the
work of Director Steve Fawcett
developing a policy manual for
the society over the past couple
of years. The manual is divided
into board policy and forestry
operations policy. Anderson made
it clear that the board sets policy,
and the managers run the day-to-day
forestry operations.
Suzan Hewat, mayor of Kaslo,
was in attendance and pointed out
that there was no disbursement
policy in the manual. Anderson
agreed that a policy was needed
for this. “Before we start giving
money away to the community
again, we’ll have to decide things
like how often and the criteria for
the disbursements,” he said.
Jeff Reyden summarized the
2021 forestry operations. A wildfire
risk reduction crew was established
and led by Craig Barschel, thanks
to a CBT grant. The crew was
able to secure funding from other
organizations, as well, and do
projects up Branch 7, around Bucky
Cabin, along the Buchanan East
Access Trail, up Cooper Face
and around the Kaslo reservoir.
Wildfire risk reduction projects are
expected to continue, as funding
has become available through the
BC Community Forest Association.
The organization was able to log
over 33,000 cubic metres in 2021, in
the Milford, Branch 7, Keen Creek
areas, and a large cable block up
Cooper Face.
Reyden reported that KDCFS
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was the first licencee in the
Kootenay Lake district to report
a ‘special tree.’ They reported
three special trees in 2021 – a
320-centimetre cedar up Cooper
Face, a 340-centimetre cedar in
Keen Creek and a 66-centimetre
yew tree up Branch 3.
Old-growth areas are spread
across the KDCFS licence, Reyden
said, but concentrated in the
Cooper-Davis Creek area. “I have
walked some of the Priority Old
Growth areas and they are cedar/
hemlock stands with huge trees
with minimal economic value
due to rot and other defects,”
Reyden said. “Approximately

15% of our operable area is within
these polygons, which will affect
our AAC [annual allowable cut]
going forward.” He said community
forests have been asked to develop
their own old-growth forest strategy
for consideration by the district
manager. “KDCFS is still reviewing
which direction to take,” he said.
Looking forward to 2022,
Reyden said the harvesting begun
up Cooper Face last year will be
completed in July, and they will
open the Lost Ledge road and
harvest about 6,000 cubic metres
of mostly hemlock up there. There
has been no forestry in the Lost
Ledge area since the 1980s, and

constructing the road onto the
northern Lost Ledge plateau will
cost about $250,000-$300,000 “but
will allow harvesting and wildfire
risk reduction activities and will
reduce pressure on our other chart
areas to supply timber,” he said.
There were no changes to
the board. Four directors’ terms
expired, but they were nominated
for re-election, and there were no
other nominations. Directors are
Steve Anderson, chair and Village
appointee; Steve Fawcett, secretary;
Jeff Mattes, treasurer; Neil Johnson,
RDCK appointee; Chris Webster;
Greg Lay; Stephen Neville; Tom
Duchastel; Doug Drain.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Slocan Village taxpayers will
see a 3% increase in their property
taxes this year – though increases
from other levels of government
will add to the bill.
Village council passed its 2022
tax rate increase and five-year
financial plan at a special meeting
on April 26.
“It’s been a challenge,” said
Mayor Jessica Lunn. “This year I
think the regional taxes are going
to put the most pressure on folks,
but we’ve done the best we can.”
Besides the 3% property tax
increase, water bills will also go
up 3%. However, there’ll be no
increase to garbage pick-up rates
this year.
For the average $300,000
single family dwelling, that works

out to $1,388 – about an extra $36
from last year. Of that bill, $736
are property taxes, $517 is water
service and $135 is garbage and
recycling services.
Mayor Lunn said keeping
the increase under the rate of
inflation and still being able to
initiate projects was a sign of good
financial management by staff.
“Our revenue stream – a small
percentage of it is our taxes,” she
said. “We have very, very limited
ability to raise funding through
taxation.
“That ability to utilize what we
have and leverage it into budgets
for projects we wouldn’t otherwise
be able to do – I think we just need
to give staff a shout-out for doing
that.”
Among the budget pressures
facing council this year
was a reduction in the Small
Communities grant from the
Province (a $5,000 cut), inflation
(now hovering around 6%), and
expected increases to short-term
borrowing rates.

$1.4 million, $930,000 of that,
about 65%, is being funded for by
grants,” said Jury. “So I think this
is excellent – the Village’s ability
to go out there and find these
opportunities.”
The Village is also benefitting
from $163,000 in leftover money
from provincial COVID recovery
support grants.
Taxpayers will shell out
$11,500 in interest for the purchase
of the old Springer mill lands in
2020. It’s currently paying 1.3%
on that $845,000 loan.
Other line items
But the Village’s tax requisition
isn’t the only one on the property
tax bills, which should be in
property owners’ mailboxes later
this month.
Other levels of government
– the regional district, regional
hospital and school taxes – are
also included on the bill. Largest
is the Regional District of Central
Kootenay, which will add $604 (a
42% increase from 2021).
“There is a significant increase
coming from the regional district,”
says Jury. “They have some
challenges with fire protection
and equipment purchases, the
financing of those to ensure they’re
up to code, and putting money
into reserves to finance future
equipment purchases.”
“Those are driven by our
underwriters,” noted Mayor Lunn.
“It’s not something we can say ‘oh
we can wait five years.’ That’s part
of the driver, as well.”
Other provincial bodies add to
the taxation pile-on. The school tax
will add about $395 (an estimated
2% increase), police services will
add $58 (also approximated at
2%) and regional hospital $55 (a
25% increase). With some smaller
additions, the total bill will be just
over $2,500 for that $300,000
property owner. However, the
provincial Homeowner Grant will
ease the sting of that tax bill by
about $770.
Council gave quick passage to
the bylaws enacting the financial
plan. After expected adoption at
the May meeting, the budget will
go to the Province for approval.

Village budget shows good financial management
despite pressures: Slocan mayor

Number crunching

The Village will collect
about $202,000 in property taxes
this year, an extra $5,400 from
2021. That’s only about 20% of
the Village’s $1.023 million in
expected revenues. Most of the
rest comes from grants from higher
levels of government.
Three percent is not a surprising
number – the last five years’ tax
bills from the Village have called
for a 3% increase (except 2020,
when council froze taxes to help
deal with the pandemic).
Operational expenses are listed
at $873,000. The revenue left over
after expenses (about $150,000)
is used to pay down debt, fund
capital purchases and is put into
operational and capital reserves
– the municipal equivalent of a
savings account.
The capital plan will see
$1.417 million in spending
next year, with projects like the
restoration of the Legion Hall,
tennis court revitalization, and
affordable housing project slated
for completion or commencement.
“It’s important to note, of this
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New meat regs discussed at Lardeau Valley event
submitted by Karen Newmoon
On Sunday April 24, Lardeau
Valley LINKS held a community
event to bring information to past,
present and future small-scale meat
producers, as well as to community
members who are interested in
purchasing locally raised and
slaughtered meat.
In October 2021, the Province
brought in new legislation regarding
licencing for meat production. BC
now has three types of licences:
abattoir licence, allowing unlimited
slaughter with pre- and post-slaughter
inspection of each animal (for large
slaughterhouses); Farmgate Plus
licence, allowing slaughter of a
producer’s own animals as well as
custom slaughter for other producers
to a maximum of 25 ‘animal units’

(25,000 pounds live weight); and
Farmgate licence, allowing slaughter
of a producer’s own animals up to
5,000 pounds live weight, and direct
sales to consumers in the producer’s
Regional District and within 50
kilometres of where the meat is
produced.
The new Farmgate and Farmgate
Plus provincial licencing are intended
to reduce barriers to small-scale
meat production. Both Farmgate
and Farmgate Plus licences require
risk-based establishment inspections
and audit of slaughter records,
and labelling that specifies that
the meat has not been inspected.
Farmers can also raise meat for their
own consumption with no licence
required.
Four guest speakers presented

relevant information to the group.
Gillian Sanders of the Grizzly
Coexistence Project spoke to the
group about electric fencing to
protect livestock and facilities, as
well as the issues around waste
disposal of offal, hides, etc. She
provided information about a
horizontal composter intended
specifically for organic waste and
animal mortality management.
Named the BIOvatorTM, it provides
a cost-efficient and environmentallysound solution to organic waste
management, virtually eliminates
biosecurity risks, reduces many of
the concerns associated with more
traditional methods of disposal,
and allows the nutrients from waste
material to be safely recycled back
into the ecosystem. LINKS will be

undertaking further investigation into
this composter.
Abra Brynne, outgoing executive
director of the Central Kootenay
Food Policy Council, provided
information about the details of the
new licencing, as well as the steps
required in the application process,
including the need for water testing,
as all slaughter facilities must have
running potable water on site.
Rachael Roussin, coordinator
for Kootenay & Boundary Farm
Advisors, presented information on
the supports that KBFA provides
to local farmers and announced
an upcoming online event on June
21, where Nova Woodbury of BC
Meats will review the new provincial
licencing in a discussion and Q&A
format. More information is available
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on the KBFA website: kbfa.ca.
The final presentation was by
Jessica Piccinin of Root and Vine
Acres in Wynndel. She has been
a small-scale meat producer for
almost ten years and her experience
was valuable to all in attendance at
the event.
Print information was also
available, covering the BC Premises
ID program, the Small-Scale Meat
Producers Association of BC,
the online SlaughterRight course
(completion of which is one step in
the application process for Farmgate
and Farmgate Plus licencing),
and other resources, both local
and online. For more information
about the LINKS small-scale meat
producers support project, contact
LINKS@lardeauvalley.ca.

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!
The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA

Jones Boys Boats

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Masks are at the
discretion of the customer.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Kaslo Kayaking & Adventure Centre

Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakuspglass@gmail.com

Nakusp Taxi

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 12 noon, 1 pm - 4:30 pm.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Mon-Sat, 9 am-5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the front entrance of the shop.
No appointments are necessarily for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and
lounge area is open.
For all inquiries, call us at 250-265-3332, email info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike-Ski-Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 7 pm daily. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually.
Bottle returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Kira, Asst. Manager: Ryan

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats
www.kasloadventurecentre.com
250-353-1925 Getting you outside for your mental health!

Kaslo Hotel

OPEN! Pub 1PM daily. Happy Hour every afternoon from 3PM – 5PM! Front desk
8AM-11AM & 3PM-8PM Monday – Thursday, 8AM – 9PM Friday – Sunday for
check-in and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714, www.
kaslohotel.com, Facebook.

Kaslo Husky

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

T.H.E. Pharmacy (Kaslo)

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Kaslo Mechanical

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

SLOCAN VALLEY
NEW DENVER

Glacier View Service

Open 7 days, 8 am - 5:30 pm
250-358-2445

T.H.E. Pharmacy (New Denver)

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2520, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”) 309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills. If you are
self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your shopping for
you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up. You can call the store at
250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to place your orders.

Raven’s Nest

The Gazebo is now up on Main with great deals on natural fibre clothing!
Open 5 days a week: Tue–Sat, 11a–4p • Please visit RavensNestBC.com
for exclusive deals 24/7 • Recent Arrivals: Our biggest book order of ‘22 is
here with most current bestsellers in BC and in Canadian fiction. Books of
local interest include When Trains Ruled the Kootenays, Connecting the
Kootenays, Lost Kootenays, Finding the Mother Tree, and the latest from
Iona Whishaw and Shelley Adams. • Thanks for shopping local – we hope
to see you soon! • 250-358-2178 • Facebook & Instagram •

Sharie Merrifield’s Bookkeeping Service

Help your business succeed ! ! I will manage your GST, PST, MRDT, WCB, and
Wage Deduction Remittances in a timely manner. 25 years experience. Sharie
Merrifield (250) 358 - 6806 Email: sha01@telus.net (that is a zero, not an ‘O’)

Valley Voice

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

SILVERTON

Silverton Building Supplies

Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing.
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293

Silverton Camp Cafe

Open year round, 7 days a week including holidays! Everything fresh baked
daily. Monday-Saturday 9:00-4:00, Sunday 9-3. 780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm,
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

Open every day 9am-8pm
We have limited the occupancy to 6 customers at a time to enable social
distancing. We thank you for remembering to wear your mask.
We accept phone and curbside orders for those who are unable to wear a
mask. Thank you for your support!
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

WINLAW

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday - Saturday 12-4.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250226-7744.
Visit our online shop: https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via
phone. New clients are welcome.
All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. Sun 8 am-7 pm, Mon 8
am-7 pm Tues 8 am - 7 pm Wed-Sat 8 am - 8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

New hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm; Sun 10 am-4 pm
Email to order for pick-up: gaiatreewholefoods@gmail.com 250-226-7255
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Kaslo council, April 25: Budgets, projects and FireSmarting
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter

Tax bill preview

A presentation by Chief
Administrative Officer Ian Dunlop
on the budget gave a glimpse of the

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

full tax bill facing residents of Kaslo
this year.
When property tax bills come in
the mail, residents will see that only
about a third of the bill – 36% – is for
the Village government.
The owner of a ‘representative’
house assessed at $408,000 will
pay $2,621 in taxes this year: $954
to the Village (36%), $822 to the
Regional District (31%), $670 to the
Province for schools (26%), $75 to the
hospital board (3%), and $100 for the

Since
Since1986
1986

Come see us for Mother’s
Day cards, chocolate, and a
great selection of unique gifts!
Open Monday - Saturday.
250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

Thank You
Kaslo for so
many great
years!!

We wish to thank Kaslo and all our Cornucopia customers for
your support since 2008. We took over Cornucopia from our
parents Paul & Molly who started the business in 1985.
It has been a pleasure to be part of downtown Kaslo. We would
especially like to thank our parents Molly and Paul our sisters
Karen and Gail, daughter Danica, nieces Kayda and Casey.
A big thank you to Amber who has always been there for us.
You all have been the heart and soul of Cornucopia. To all of
our employees past and present who we have been blessed
to work with, thank you. You will always be part of our large
Cornucopia family.
It is now time for us to move on to our next adventures.
We are so Happy to be leaving the store in the good care of
another longtime local family, Jon & Dana Carlson.
We wish them all the best. May they find Joy and Success in
their new venture.
Thank you, we will miss you.
Russell & Leona

Municipal Insurance Agency of BC
and BC Assessment (4%).
While the Village tax rate is going
up about 5% this year, the increase
from the RDCK is 10.5%, school
7.6%, hospital 7%, and police 5%.
Council was set to adopt its new
tax rate bylaw and five-year financial
plan bylaw at a meeting on May 3. Tax
bills will be sent out by early June.

Seniors in charge

Council is going to let the
local seniors organization manage
renovations to the Village-owned
Seniors’ Hall.
The Village will forward about
$74,000 in funds to replace the
windows and doors, siding, install a
heat pump, and do other improvements
to the 4th Avenue historic building.
The organization raised about
$90,000 for the improvements, but
the Village, which has charitable status
and is the landlord, controls the purse
strings for the project. That saves the
seniors administration costs and other
taxes and charges.
“The Seniors will be procuring
materials, hiring contractors, providing
project oversight, maintaining records
and preparing required reporting,” the
report says.
However, the report also notes that
because of inflation, the seniors have
scaled back the project. Improvements
to lighting and ventilation have been
postponed until another $38,000 can
be found to complete those works.

Chamber funds released

Council’s going to release its
next payments to the Chamber of
Commerce for the work it does in the
community. And it’s going to add to
the grant to help it cover its costs.
Council usually gives the
Chamber $7,500 annually to cover
Chamber-sponsored events like May
Days.
This February, however, council
only approved releasing the first
$3,000, and withheld the rest until
the Chamber submitted its annual
financial report to council. That
was completed in April and freed

up council to approve the next two
payments. But staff said the Chamber
may need extra funds to cover costs.
“This year, the organizers will
face permit and rental fees of $3,525
that have not been applied in the
past,” says a staff report, explaining
the need. “The Chamber has faced
operating challenges relating to the
pandemic, including increased costs
and decreased revenues. As they
resume activities, they will benefit
from receiving the expected levels of
municipal support.”
Giving the Chamber an extra
$3,525 grant this year would have no
impact on finances, staff said, as it
will all be returned to the Village in
the form of rental fees.

Setting up for May Days

In a later motion, council cleared
the way for this month’s May Days
celebrations, allowing the Chamber
the use of Vimy and Front Street Parks
and the Logger Sports area, hold a
parade, close streets temporarily,
put up banners, and set up portable
toilets. Council, however, declined to
cover the cost of septic waste removal,
saying the Chamber would have
to cover that $700 cost (as council
is covering the cost of the toilet
rentals themselves through that special
$3,525 grant mentioned above).
The Golf Club was also granted
a permit for a fundraiser beer garden
during May Days.

Sidewalk service

The Treehouse Restaurant will
be able to occupy 25’ of Front Street
in Kaslo with a patio for the next
five years – though the decision may
prompt a review of how such licences
are let out.
Council first approved the
Temporary Licence of Occupation
for the restaurant in 2021, after public
consultation. But to receive a licence
to serve alcohol on the patio, the
owners need a multi-year occupation
permission.
“The proposed application
complies with the policy requirements,”
said a staff report. “As public
consultation was held on this matter
last year, delays to accommodate
further engagement prior to a decision
are not recommended.”
The patio will take up about one
and a quarter parking spaces, but the
owners will have to pay for using
two full spaces. The Village will use
the rest for a bike rack or decorative
planters.
While he was fine with the
application, Councillor Henry Van
Mill said he was concerned there was
no overall council policy governing
patio rules, what they look like, their
placement, how many there should
be and how they interact with public
space.
“I’m disappointed. A while ago,
I said we needed a policy that fits
everybody,” he said. “I don’t think we
should approve a patio for five years…
this sticks out too much, I think people
might be running into it.
“We should have rules, about the
sizes, the willy-nilly parking. Make it
all similar,” he continued. “We should
make it across the board.”
Staff said they would review the

restaurant’s building plans to ensure
the patio extended a safe distance
into the street. Council approved the
Treehouse application, but didn’t
follow up to review the policy as a
whole in the coming months.

FireSmarting projects

The Village has settled contracts
for two FireSmart projects this
summer. Councillors voted to hire
West Arm Silviculture to complete
the manual treatment work up by
the aerodrome. That project is worth
$12,680.
“They have provided a cost
estimate for completing the required
work, and the consultants [Cathro
Consulting] engaged by the Village
believe that the proposal provides
good value,” says a report by staff.
About 800 cubic metres of wood
will be removed and sold, worth more
than $100,000.
“Log prices continue to be high,
so some revenue from the harvesting
will be realized,” the report adds.
“But unlike the treatment that was
completed recently on Village land
near the aerodrome last winter, the
Village must pay stumpage for logging
on Crown land. A net surplus of
revenue is unlikely.”
In fact, the report estimates a loss
of about $28,000 in total when the
work is complete, but that loss will
be covered by another CBT grant
received by the Village.
Timber Ridge Contracting will
also do mechanical harvesting in a
second area at the southeast corner of
the village.
“The site was seriously impacted
by the windstorms last summer, which
resulted in large areas of blowdown,
creating a safety and wildfire hazard,”
says the report.
However, this project won’t cost
the Village any money. CAO Ian
Dunlop said the treatment can be
completed “at no cost,” in exchange
for the blowdown and timber that can
be salvaged.
The Village is getting grants from
the Columbia Basin Trust to pay for
the recent wildfire risk reduction
programs around town.

New mural for town

The Chamber of Commerce’s
Artscape program is trying to get a
new mural painted in town, and council
gave the okay to apply for funding.
The project is for a mural to
replace one painted on the Kaslo
Pharmacy building in 2002 depicting
the May Pole dance. It is now “faded
badly and is outdated” the group says.
“Although our village is grounded
in history, we wish to depict a new,
broader vision of our historical village
through the creation of this new
historic mural,” says a proposal
summary.
The request for $20,050 is going
to the Community Fund of North
Kootenay Lake, with the Village
proving its support by putting up
$3,500 of that amount.
The painting would be completed
by muralist Tyler Toews of Nelson,
and if the application is successful,
would launch the start of a multi-year
project to feature and support local
artists.
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Nakusp council, April 25: Community net, budget set, strata let
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter

Special meeting internet

The internet in Nakusp may
one day be delivered as a municipal
service, like water, sewer and pothole
fixing. Village councillors agreed
at a special meeting held April 21
to partner with other communities
along the path of the new Columbia
Basin Broadband Corporation fibreoptic line to look at just that option.
“Individual members of council
have been looking at and exploring
the Kaslo infoNet Society and the
high-speed internet product that is
being delivered to that community
and area,” said a report to council.
“Informal, exploratory discussions
have taken place between the
Villages of Slocan, Silverton, New
Denver and Nakusp to band together
and potentially create a high-speed
internet provider to service the said
communities and surrounding area.”
Federal and provincial funding
is now available to explore how to
deliver the ‘last mile’ of fibre-optic
connection to homes. Councils in
the valley are intrigued by Kaslo’s
experience in setting up its own
internet service as a utility, and want
to learn more. But the deadline to
show interest in applying for the
funding was April 25, prompting the
special meeting of council.
Council agreed to support
“working with its southern municipal
neighbours to access the funding,
and potentially create some form of
an organization that will operate as a

local internet service provider.”
This first stage in the process
carries no risk or cost for the Village.

ATV trails in town?

The local ATV club wants some
way to connect its members from
their homes in the village to the
hundreds of kilometres of trails
surrounding town.
Ernie Knecht of the Arrow
Lake ATV Club said they wanted
to work with council to get the
necessary route planning and police
permissions to allow ATVs to travel
from within village boundaries out
into the trail system.
Recent changes to provincial law
and Village bylaws allow for off-road
vehicles to use public right-of-ways
under certain conditions, and with
careful restrictions put in place, he
said.
“With the Off-road Vehicle Act,
it allows the opportunity for this to
take place,” Knecht told council. “It’s
just a question of the will to do it and
whether we can make it work.”
The club doesn’t see an ATV
free-for-all in the future on village
streets. Rather, working with council
and the RCMP, certain routes could
be established where riders with the
proper licence and insurance could
travel legally and safely to and from
the trails.
Knecht said the group wanted
to start working with council to
make the necessary legislative and
procedural changes. He said it could
mean a lot for community tourism, as
it has on Vancouver Island.
Council received his report for

information.

Strata approved

The owners of 409 Broadway
have finally got their strata project
approved for the building. Council
gave the okay for Shon and Janis
Neufeld to convert the building’s
upper-floor hostel into a three-suite
apartment complex, while keeping
the main floor commercial.
The process has been underway
for several months, with a lastminute snag in March when it was
discovered a wall in the building did
not meet BC’s fire code. In a report
from staff, council heard the issue
has been resolved.
“[The walls separating the units]
were all deemed to be constructed
as specified in the architectural
drawings except for the one section
of wall in the closet…” said a report
from a consulting architect. “This
section of wall was covered with
an additional layer of … drywall to
provide the necessary fire rating.”
Staff said now that the building
meets all code requirements, council
could “confidently approve the strata
plan.”

Budgets set

The Village’s budget process
is over for another year. Council
approved its five-year financial plan
and 2022 tax rate bylaw.
As explained in previous
coverage, taxpayers in Nakusp will
see a total 3.5% increase this year.
For residential property tax owners,
who make up the vast majority of
funders to the municipal government,
this works out to an increase of about

Nakusp Hospice Society in the
spotlight during Hospice Week
submitted
The first week of May is Hospice
Palliative Care Week in Canada – a
perfect time to shine a light on
the services the Nakusp Hospice
Society offers and the volunteers
who work closely with those with
declining health, the dying, their
family members, and friends.
By fostering an environment of
care, compassion, and trust, these
volunteers work with physicians,
nurses, and other health care
providers to help clients live the
remainder of their lives with dignity
and comfort.
The Nakusp Hospice Society
has expanded its services this year
to include grief and bereavement
support and Nav-CARE. Fourteen
volunteers participated in a sevenweek grief and bereavement
companioning course last fall and
the society is now able to offer oneon-one support for those who have
lost a loved one. The hope is to have
grief support groups running in the
community this coming fall.
Nav-CARE (Navigating:
Connecting, Accessing, Resourcing
and Engaging) is a free program
that works hand-in-hand with
Nakusp Hospice Society to provide
companionship to adults with
declining health. Specially trained
volunteers can help access local

resources, support decision making
and prioritization, and provide
advocacy and social engagement.
Like a friendly neighbour, NavCARE volunteers visit seniors and
adults in their homes on a regular
basis with a focus on enhancing
quality of life. There is the potential
for the long-term bonds fostered
through the Nav-CARE program to
transition into end-of-life support.
This could provide a greater level
of familiarity and comfort at this
sacred time.
A new and much anticipated
addition to the Arrow Lakes Hospital,
also earlier this year, is a cuddle bed.
This bed expands to fit two people
comfortably so people can be close
to, and provide comfort for, their
loved ones. This cuddle bed was
purchased by the Nakusp Hospice
Society with the help of donations
from people inside and outside of
the community. Made in Canada to
order, by Umano Medical, the cuddle
bed came from Eastern Canada
with someone to train the hospital
staff on how it works. Nakusp
Hospice Society is now focused on
fundraising for a second cuddle bed
that will be used in the Minto House.
Hospice volunteers will be set up
outside Save-On Foods every Friday
through the month of May selling
wildflower seeds and promoting

this year’s Hike for Hospice, which
will be taking place May 28. This
three-kilometre walk/wheel/scoot
is a family-friendly event with all
funds raised going towards the
second cuddle bed and the grief and
bereavement support program.
In recognition of the heart they
bring to the community, the Nakusp
Hospice Society would like to thank
their volunteers for exemplifying
empathy in action. They are always
looking for new members and
volunteers and there are many ways
to contribute.
For more information on
upcoming events, volunteering
opportunities, services provided,
or to make a donation, visit www.
nakusphospice.com or contact
Program Coordinator Christa
Rebman at 250-551-1414 or admin@
nakusphospice.com or Lee-Anne
Marshall at 250-265-3326.

It pays to
advertise in the
Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free
1-833-501-1700
for details

$29.39 or 3%.
However, the property tax bill
will hit harder than that. The Village’s
tax bill also includes requisitions
from the regional government,
regional hospital board and for
schools, as well.
“The Village has no control over
what these rates are, but must collect
and remit the taxes. RDCK taxes are
increasing $35.58 or 7.01% for the
average single family dwelling,” says
a report to council. “Hospital taxes
are increasing $1.95 or 3.15% for
the average single family dwelling.”
The Village will send its adopted
bill off to the Province for final
approval. Tax notices should go out
by the end of May.
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couldn’t put the air conditioning on
either, because that would have cut
out the audio from the broadcast
feed – which suffered numerous
glitches all night anyway, making
proceedings almost impossible to
follow.
Staff say they’ll return to the
Emergency Services Building for
council’s May meeting, and they’ll
try to have the audio and video issues
fixed by that time.

DeSandoli to retire

There’ll be at least one council
seat up for grabs in this fall’s
municipal elections. Councillor
Susan DeSandoli mentioned during
the meeting she wasn’t going to be
running for council in October’s
election. She’s completing her first
term as councillor, which was her
first foray into holding public office.
She’s been an active volunteer and
community developer in Nakusp
for 20 years.

Council moves digs
again

An experiment to return council
to the Village’s official meeting
chambers didn’t last long. Council
re-convened at its chambers at
the Village Office for its April 15
meeting for the first time in years.
It broadcast the session online for
people who couldn’t make it up the
steep, narrow steps to the council
chambers.
But it didn’t take council long to
remember why it moved out of those
chambers in the first place. Besides
being inaccessible to people with
mobility problems, it’s stuffy, hot and
crowded in the narrow room. They

DOES YOUR PET HAVE
IDENTIFICATION?
o
o
o

EAR TATTOO
MICROCHIP IMPLANT
VISIBLE COLLAR ID
with phone number
Nobody plans on losing a pet.
Multiple forms of Pet ID is the
best way to have your loved pet
found and returned. What can
you do? For more information,
phone PALS at 250-265-3792.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

2021 Citizen of the Year,
Lifetime Achievement
Award and Youth
Achievement Award
Saturday, May 28, 2022 at
the Legion Hall

This year we honour Ray Nikkel, Kelly
Roberts & Tamara Cann
Tickets are at Hub International Insurance
$40.00 (Dinner included)
Doors open at 5:30 pm. Dinner served
by Deb Guest at 6:00 pm.
Sponsored by the Nakusp &
District Rotary Club

Nakusp
Citizen
of the Year
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
COVID CARE ALLIANCE: This
alliance of independent Canadian doctors,
scientists and health care practitioners is
committed to providing top-quality and
balanced evidence-based information to the
Canadian public about COVID-19 so that
hospitalizations can be reduced, lives saved,
and our country safely restored as quickly as
possible. www.canadiancovidcarealliance.
org.

AUTOMOTIVE

2004 HARLEY XL883 American import.
25,000 km/15,500 miles. Almost pristine.
Fuel economy on two wheels. $5,000 firm.
250-358-7171.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THE VALLEY VOICE IS FOR SALE!
What an amazing opportunity to live your
dream and own your own business. Become
the proud owner of the Valley Voice and
a quaint building on the main street of
New Denver. The newspaper business
can provide a modest living for you and

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

your family, and wonderful community
connections. If you are so inclined, we
would love to show you the ropes and stay
as long or as little as you need us. We have
absolutely loved our life as newspaper
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.

CARD OF THANKS

SLOCAN VALLEY LEGION UKRAINE
FUNDRAISER: A big thank you to all who
donated and supported our fundraiser in any
way. We raised $3,461.65 and this will be
sent to the Red Cross for the Ukraine Crisis.

COMING EVENTS

ELDER ABUSE PREVENTION
- Drop in at the Resource Centre on
Wednesdays, 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson (Nelson & District Seniors
Coordinating Society). 250-352-6008,
NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.com,
www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca
SQUARE DANCING is on at the Bosun
Hall for Saturday, May 14 from 6:30 to 9 pm.
Ages 13 and up - no experience necessary.
Admission is by donation. Bring a water
bottle. Covid protocols for that date will apply.

Local, organic
homemade food

509 Harold Street
Slocan, BC, V0G 2C0
Open Thurs - Sun
250-355-2433
Tues- Sat 8 am - 4 pm

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Main Street, New Denver
www.RavensNestBC.com

Chartered Professional Accountant

Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

New Spring Hours:
Tuesday – Saturday
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

H. A. Benson Inc.

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU

518 6th Ave • New Denver

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

FOR RENT

PRIME RETAIL/COMMERCIAL SPACE
available for lease on Broadway in Nakusp.
500 to 2000 sq/ft. C-1, core commercial. 92
W Broadway St. 250-265-1568.

BIG DOG MUSIC

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

MOTHER’S DAY BRUNCH at the
Vallican Whole Community Centre! Sunday
May 8. Two seatings - 11:00 am and 12:30
pm. Donation of $15-$20 per plate. Music
by the Shifting Winds, fine clothing sale,
Whole T-shirt sale & 50/50 draws. Book
your seats at info@vallicanwhole.com.
AGM OF THE ARROWTARIAN Senior
Citizens Society, Friday May 27, 10:00 am,
Phase 4 lounge 2nd floor 206 -7th Ave.
Nakusp. Non-Profit Senior Housing 55+
Inf. 250-265-2020 or 250-265-8983.
CONTINUOUS GARAGE SALE (stuff
added as found), 231 Glenacres Road, Nakusp.
Call for dates and time 250-265-8943.
MOTHER’S DAY BREAKFAST at
the Slocan Valley Legion, 502 Harold St.
Slocan, 8:30 to 11:30 am. Cost $12 (children
6 & under $6). Pancakes, Strawberries &
Whipped Cream, Scrambled Eggs, Ham,
Sausages, Hash Browns, Fruit Salad,
Coffee, Tea, Juice. Everyone Welcome!

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
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FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.

GARDENING

ELVENDAL FARM STARTER PLANTS for
sale in New Denver and Nakusp, May 14. Knox
Hall, 9 am selling spring and some summer
garden veg. Cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower,
lettuce, and kales. Basil, peppers and tomatoes
for those with cold frames. Old Fire Hall Market
10 am unless pouring rain. For pre-order see
sheet at OsoSolar.com/Elvendal-Farm-startsorder-form. Nakusp Farmers’ Market starts
May 21. Maybe May Days New Denver? No
Kaslo Garden Fest. I know Kaslo usually wants
plants, get a group order and I will deliver! Kip,
358-2660, See list at OsoSolar.com/ElvendalFarm-starts-order-form. Please share this when
you see it! Thanks.

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients

for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com

HELP WANTED

CLEANER and PERSONAL SUPPORT
WORKER wanted for the New DenverSlocan area. Both jobs are part-time. $19
to start plus applicable mileage, depending
on experience. Will train. employment@
spectrumcares.ca.
65-YEAR-OLD disabled male looking for
home support in Silverton. 250-358-2756.
G A R D E N I N G H E L P WA N T E D
– Experienced senior gardener needs
enthusiastic, knowledgeable gardening
help, starting now through the season.
A246929@telus.net or 250-358-2768
(leave message).

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics/
Dysfunctional Families), AL-ANON
(family) meetings can help. For information
on AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158;
Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo, 250-353-

Evergreen
Dental Hygiene
Booking appointments
250-265-0387

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358-6806

MUSIC LESSONS

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50
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9617. For NA: New Denver, 250-551-4043.
For AL-ANON (family): New Denver,
250-551-6540. For ACA (adult children of
alcoholics): Nakusp, 250-686-0567. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST WISHES
SOCIETY is a community resource,
providing step-by-step information
to assist in making informed choices
when pre-planning a personalized,
private funeral. 250-358-7760 www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.
IS SOMEONE ELSE’S drinking or
drugging making you miserable? Al-Anon,
a place of mutual support, understanding
and growth for family members and
friends of alcoholics and addicts, is
meeting in person again. Join us EVERY
WEDNESDAY evening at 7:30 at the
Hospital Annex, on Galena Ave just east of
the Slocan Community Health Centre, New
Denver. All welcome.

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

REAL ESTATE

NO OBLIGATION free home market
evaluations. Sarah Rilkoff, 250-509-0006.
Valhalla Path Realty.

SERVICES

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.
S AT E L L I T E T V / I N T E R N E T installation, service & repair: Xplornet,
Shaw, Telus, Bell, and other systems - home
& business, audio/video, cell boosters
& wifi networks - TJF WORKS - James
250-505-8392.
ZYCOPTERA GEOSPATIAL: Large
Scale (small area) high resolution aerial
drone imagery. Photogrametrically rectified
orthomosaics, flat maps, still image datasets,
georeferenced PDFs, Geotiff images,
QGIS cartography services. 250.505.2404
- zycgeo6174@gmail.com

coming events

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

COMMUNITY

Weigh in on the issue of loud boats
by Jan McMurray
Transport Canada is looking
at ways to address concerns
about excessively loud boats,
and is accepting public input on
the issue until May 13 at https://
letstalktransportation.ca/svne.
“We’re one of the only countries
on the planet without regulations
around limiting excessive boat
noise,” says Gary Milne of the
Decibel Coalition, a national
organization that is asking Transport
Canada to put decibel limits on
motorboats. “Such regulations have
been in place in the US and Europe
for more than 20 years, and the
Decibel Coalition say it’s time
WANTED

LOOKING FOR OLD CARS, trucks,
Indian and Harley motorbikes and a
1966-1977 Ford Bronco. Please call 250299-9841.

EDUCATION

Canada followed.”
Milne says the coalition
recognizes that not everyone
supports this. “I get it, but it is
doing physical harm to people with
their hearing, and to wildlife, too,”
he says.
Hearing impairment can occur
at 85 decibels, Milne said, and
excessive motorboat noise is harmful
to birds, fish and animals.
“Research suggests that it’s
important to mitigate noise pollution
to preserve biodiversity and aquatic
life,” says Milne.
Current regulations require
small vessels to have mufflers
or through-the-propeller exhaust.
But enforcement officials lack
the technical expertise to identify
whether a muffler is properly
equipped, so there is little or no

Tuesday THRU Friday
– By Appointment –

358-7769

enforcement of the regulations.
“The onus to control excessive
boat motor noise should not be left
up to citizens,” Milne says. “The
coalition is asking Transport Canada
to introduce objective, measurable
decibel limits for manufacturers and
operators that set clear standards on
the amount of noise boat motors can
make, along with clear and effective
enforcement procedures.”
The coalition began in 2019
in Ontario, and has 26 member
organizations from BC, including the
Slocan Lake Stewardship Society.

Even small ads get
noticed in the

Valley Voice.

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio

21

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

Alongside Mountainberry

778.454.0180

stjautomotive@gmail.com

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
May 13,
2022

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

TUES

Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

ADVERTISING GIFTS
SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
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SD 10 Arrow Lakes, April 19: Trustees approve ‘constrained’ budget for 2022-23
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Trustees passed the school district’s
2022-23 budget, one that had to try to find
a balance between tightening provincial
revenues and rising operational costs.
“It’s very much a status-quo budget,”
says new Secretary-Treasurer Michael
McLellan. “This year the funding has
been consistent with last year’s funding
– it has not increased like in most years.”
McLellan says they’ve heard the
Province is trying to rein in spending
after the outlays made for the COVID
response.
“Our per-pupil funding last year
to this year is identical – it has not

AVIS EXCAVATING
Serving the Slocan Valley

• Excavation • Ditching
• Water Lines • Land Improvement
• Sand & Gravel Delivery

p: 250-226-7849
w: avisexcavating.com
Larry Avis: lmavis@telus.net

increased,” he says. “At the same time,
our expenses have gone up. There’s
inflation, which is going to hit our
services and supply spending, and under
our employee contracts, there’s a slight
increase in our salary and benefits costs.
“So it’s a tight budget, and
we’re wanting to maintain the same
educational services as possible given
the constraints.” The budget calls for
$11.424 million in spending this year.
The biggest line item is salaries and
benefits, at $8.044 million, actually down
a bit from $8.050 last year.
The budget also assumes a 43-child
drop in enrollment numbers, expecting
489 full-time equivalent students, down
from 532. McLellan says that’s from
an expected drop in distance learning
students next year.
“During COVID the district picked
up a lot of out-of-district students with
its online learning programs,” says
McLellan. “But with COVID now
hopefully impacting us less, we expect
less enrollment in online learning.”
Overall, the district will run a small
deficit of about $174,000 next year. He
notes other districts have really struggled
with deep deficits as they try to cope with
dropping provincial revenues. Kelowna
is dealing with a $3 million deficit, while
Surrey’s shortfall is topping $25 million.
“The theme of the budget this year
is, it’s a constrained budget, with funding
not increasing while all of our expenses

do,” he says. “We’re grateful because
our revenues are almost identical as they
are this year.”
That’s because they’ll be getting
a few extra pots of money from the
Province – one to compensate for that
decline in enrollment for online learning,
and a special grant it gets for delivering
education in a remote part of the province
where travel can be difficult.
“We’ll be getting ‘unique geographic
funding,’ which is quite favourable for
us,” he says. “It softens the blow of the
decreasing per-pupil funding.”
The end result was a budget that
protected educational services. It was
promptly passed by trustees, who had
been heavily involved in a consultation
process for the last few months. Parents/
caregivers, partner groups, students,
and community members were given
the chance to provide feedback through
workshops and a survey.
The district’s capital spending plans
will be passed later this year, after staff
hear from the Province what its capital
funding grants will be.
It’s not known what direct impact the
school district budget will have on local
residents’ tax bills this year. The budget
now goes to the Province, which funds
the school district and sets an education
tax levy through residents’ municipal tax
bills, which come out later this spring.
Seamless Day gets underway
Development of a ‘Seamless Day’

program in Burton is proceeding well,
reported Superintendent Peter Dubinksy
– though the after school-portion has yet
to have any participants. The program
seeks to integrate before and afterschool childcare in the community with
educational programming, creating a
‘seamless day’ for children.
Dubinksy says the program started
in February, and just before spring break,
the district learned the school would
receive a license to operate the afterschool care program.
“We want to extend a big thank
you to Early Childhood Educator,
Christy Konschuh, who put together
an amazing cost-free offering to Burton
families over spring break as a kick-off
to the after-school program,” Dubinsky
reported to the board. “[It] gave students
an opportunity to experience some of
the amazing programming opportunities
of what the after-school care program
could offer.”
Among the programming offered
was a trip to the fire department, talking
to a reporter about newspapers, and a
visit from a helicopter.
Despite the interest by students
over the holidays, the project officially
opened on April 11 without any students
signed up.
“We’re exploring why. I think like
anything it’s new,” Dubinsky told the
board. “We’re halfway, three-quarters
of the way through the school year and

people are set in a routine, and already
have things structured.”
Dubinsky expects things will get
busier for the program in the fall, and
the district will continue to promote the
program, which is funded for the next
three years.

Remuneration policy okayed

SD 10 school trustees have ratified
a new pay schedule for themselves. The
new honorarium for the trustees, starting
in December, will be $14,444 for the
chair, $12,790 for the vice-chair, and
$11,688 for regular trustees.
They’ll also have an annual increase,
set to the cost-of-living index, a practice
that is common among school districts
in the province.
“The point of the motion is not to
get more money,” said Trustee Steve
Gascon. “The whole point of the motion
is to put in a mechanism so that trustees
don’t need to continually vote themselves
a raise, or make an arbitrary decision…
there’s an objective mechanism in place.”
In that spirit, Gascon said, he moved
the recommendation be changed so that
the increase would kick in after this
October’s school board elections. The
motion passed. Even with the increase,
SD 10’s board members make far less
than the provincial average in BC. The
average district chair gets about $20,600
and a trustee about $17,900.
It’s also the first increase to trustee
pay in four years in SD 10.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Jim Pownall
& Co.

S. KING, CET

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES

s.king@solid-plan.ca

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

Crane Service

Randy
Speers
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

Wired by Alex

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC VlL 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Medical and
recreational
cannabis seeds

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Outlawseeds.
online

250-358-7721

Leaf Cabinetry

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

www.leafcabinetry.com

Darcy Feiffer

250-265-7437

Alex Joseph

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!
For all your interior
renovation needs:
- Complete Drywall
Services
- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@gmail.com
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SS Moyie restoration continues
submitted
This year’s restoration project at
the SS Moyie national historic site in
Kaslo is to remove and replace the
weatherproof envelope.
“That involves recanvassing
of the decking and roofing of the
entire ship,” says Kit Ashenhurst, a
Kootenay Lake Historical Society
board member with engineering
experience.
Work will include removing
the existing canvas, cutting and
preshrinking the new canvas,
repairing rotten wood, laying a
membrane, authentically placing the
canvas, and waterproofing. Finally,
new toe-kicks and handrails will be
installed.
Youth and students from ages
16 to 30 interested in trades will
be hired and mentored under
the supervision of two Red Seal
carpenters. To encourage Kaslo high
school students from JV Humphries
School to participate, Ashenhurst
will attend a job fair to educate them
on the historical aspects and promote
the summer work opportunities.

The Moyie restoration offers a
perfect introduction to restoration
techniques, carpentry construction,
and commercial painting.
The ship’s canvas structure is
reminiscent of what was typical
for the Canadian Pacific Railway
at the time, which used treated
canvas to waterproof train passenger
cars and allow flexibility when
in motion. However, the Moyie’s
cotton canvas is susceptible to
rotting, so it will receive three coats
of paint. The weather envelope was
last completely replaced almost 33
years ago.
“There are limitations when it
comes to historical restoration,”
explains Ashenhurst. “For instance,
canvas used to be treated with white
lead diluted with linseed oil. That’s
what waterproofed the roof, but
white lead is toxic, so it can no longer
be used.”
Last year, a local Red Seal
carpenter and helpers were hired
to manage the first phase of the
rehabilitation work. Stabilizing the
sagging roof of the men’s saloon

This year’s restoration project at the SS Moyie national historic site in Kaslo is to remove and
replace the weatherproof envelope.

West Koot-Boundary Hospital District
board holds line on 2022 tax increase
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Residents of the West KootenayBoundary won’t be paying more
overall for improvements to local
hospitals through their taxes this year
– though some individual homeowners
will see an increase.
Local politicians from the two
regional districts approved the regional
hospital 2022 tax request in late
March, keeping the ask at the exact
same level as last year.
“I think it went very smoothly,”
says Suzan Hewat, Kaslo’s mayor
and chair of the WKBRHD. “We’re
in alignment with Interior Health on
the priorities, that’s why there was no
opposition to any of the items that were
put forward to fund.
“All the projects that were put
forward by Interior Health were
definitely needed by the facilities
that were getting the funding, both
for major capital and under $100,000
capital items.”
The West Kootenay-Boundary
Regional Hospital District board
oversees and negotiates with Interior
Health staff for funding for hospital
equipment and capital projects.
Projects and priorities are proposed
each year with a list developed in
consultation between local politicians
and IH staff.
Health administrators are asking

for roughly $20.7 million to fund
construction projects, renovations
and new equipment in the district next
year – about $3.2 million less than last
year. However, the portion to be paid
directly by local taxpayers – $4.82
million – remains the same as last year.
An extra $1.8 million will also be
collected to place into reserves.
“We generally like to put some
into reserves, because that’s a lot
cheaper for the taxpayer to use existing
funds we have than it is to borrow,”
says Hewat. “We get good rates,
but rising interest rates will have an
impact. So we want to be prepared
in case some major capital item does
come forward.”
The status quo request works out
to a standard rate of about $22 for
every $100,000 assessed value of a
person’s home.
However, because of big increases
to provincial property assessments
this year, the amount some areas
pay will be different from last year.
Area D, for instance, will see an
aggregate reduction of about $6,000
for the service, while residents of
the Village of Slocan, which had the
highest increase in assessments, will
pay an additional $3,200 in total.
Area K, around the Arrow Lakes,
has the largest bump in the Valley
Voice readership area with an $8,000
increase in total.

required carefully milling and
installing new, historically accurate
support beams.
The Moyie is the oldest fully

23
intact passenger and freight vessel
in the world, and has become a wellloved symbol and historic treasure
in Kaslo.

LEGAL NOTICES

As a central feature of Kaslo’s
tourist centre, the SS Moyie
attracts visitors that also stop by the
restaurants, cafes and stores in town.
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Slocan Valley Grown: Uplifting the Valley food scene with a new Local Food Guide
all relevant businesses and to ensure
the information found in the guide was
correct; however, errors or omissions
might occur in a first edition such as
this.
A digital version of this brochure

can be found by using the QR code
found on the paper version, or by
visiting the community website www.
slocanvalley.com/grown.
For those interested in learning
more about our local farmers and

food producers, during the month
of May there will be profiles added
weekly to the website and daily on the
Slocan Valley social media channels.
Follow ‘The Slocan Valley’ community
organization page on Facebook and

Instagram to read these inspirational
features.
Next up, in June, the SVEDP will be
launching a campaign to support Slocan
Valley’s music scene called, ‘Make
Music Here.’ Stay tuned for details!

PHOTO CREDIT: KAREN KORNELSEN

submitted
Gardening and farming season is
upon us once again, and with it comes
a sense of hope and connecting with
the earth.
In these days of threatened global
food supply, a sharp increase in cost
of living and continuing supply chain
uncertainties, it makes sense to double
down on food security in our local
community.
Here in the Slocan Valley, we have
seen an uptick in recent years of new
farms and farm stands, an increase in
residents turning to food production and
processing to make a living, and more
folks supporting them by buying local.
To support our expanding local
agriculture sector, the Slocan Valley
Economic Development Partnership
(SVEDP) has created a campaign
called ‘Slocan Valley Grown.’ As part
of the campaign, they have published
a new Local Food Guide and map to
help connect residents and visitors with
farms, farmstands, food producers,
grocers and farmers’ markets in the
area.
In association with Arrow Slocan
Tourism and with funding from
Columbia Basin Trust, SVEDP is
pleased to provide this Local Food
Guide as a Valley Voice newspaper
insert, delivered to all local post office
boxes within its distribution area.
Copies of the guide can also be found at
participating Slocan Valley businesses
and Visitor Information Centres in the
greater region.
Best efforts were made to include

Emily and Nathan of Confluence Farms in Passmore

Fauquier Fire Brigade holds successful fundraiser
submitted
The Fauquier Volunteer Fire
Brigade raised more than $3,000 at a
fundraiser on April 23.
The event included games and fun
for the kids, a bottle drive, a barbecue,
a garage sale, a raffle and auction
supported by merchants from Nakusp,
Fauquier, Edgewood and Burton.
The funds will help the department
purchase PPE and participate in
firefighting training.

At the beginning of the event, Barry
Pitcher, resident of Fauquier, surprised
the crowd with an announcement that
he’d been able to secure a $15,000 grant
from Suncor for the fire brigade.
The department is also focused on
securing funds for a building addition,
partially supported by NACFOR and
RDCK, and for equipment purchases
that will assist in fighting wildfires.
The Fauquier Fire Brigade
extends appreciation and thanks to all

merchants and residents who supported

the fundraising event.

The Fauquier Fire Brigade raised over $3,000 at a fundraiser on April 23.

